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Currency Equivalents 
As of December 2014 

 

1 UA = 1.17374 Euros 

1 UA  = 769.92297  CFA (XOF) 

Fiscal Year 
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1metric tonne  = 2204 Pounds (lbs) 

1 kilogramme (kg) = 2.200 lbs 

1 metre (m)  = 3.28 feet (ft) 

1 millimetre (mm) = 0.03937 inch (“) 

1 kilometre (km) = 0.62 mile 

1 hectare (ha)  = 2.471 acres 
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Project Summary 

Project Summary Paragraph  Topics Covered  

Project  

Overview  

The African Network of Centers of Excellence in Electricity (ANCEE) is a continental 

undertaking championed by the Association of Power Utilities of Africa (grant 

beneficiary) on behalf of countries and the 77 member utilities involved. The overall 

project objective is to improve the performance of the power sector and enhance regional 

trade through building technical and managerial capacities in various works and 

governance in the sector. It is expected that making the power sector more attractive for 

investments; Improving the quality of power supply and services; Increasing access to 

cost effective and locally relevant training and responsive remedial knowledge 

solutions; and improving gender balance in the electricity sector should constitute the 

main outcomes of the project. The project is to be implemented over three years from 

2015, for a total cost of UA22.075 million of which the Bank is contributing UA8.0 

million. 

The direct project beneficiaries are technical, professional and managerial employees of 

African utilities members and non-members of APUA. Higher decision-makers 

involved in the governance of the sector at national and regional levels will also be 

beneficiaries. Transition states personnel and women will benefit from special 

scholarships. However, improvements in the entire sector at national and regional level 

(Power Pools) are expected as a consequence of better skills and knowledge. 

Project outcomes  Skills and competencies earned are applied to create, inter alia: more PIDA PAP energy 

project reaching financial close; reduction in electric power Transmission &Distribution 

losses; improved sector and utility financial performance; increase number of regional 

countries (PPA) and private sector involved (PPP) in major energy projects like 

PIDA/PAP projects in Africa; more APUA labelled training facilities; enhance hosting 

capacity in APUA standard training facilities; and a greener energy generation mix. 

Needs  

Assessment  

In the energy sector, the alarmingly increasing paucity of human resources and training 

facilities in most African countries due to years of low investments in new and existing 

facilities, the falling level of attendance of students in technical and engineering schools, 

aggravated by brain drain of qualified professionals in the power sector, threaten to 

cripple existing energy infrastructure and deter investments in the sector. Although most 

countries lack quality training facilities, a limited number of them have excellent 

facilities and training curriculum which currently are underutilized and cater mostly for 

national needs only. Pooling these resources and experiences to provide cost effective 

and sustainable solutions to skills development through regional cooperation is poised 

to have a short and medium term impact on the performance of the power sector at 

national and regional levels. In the longer term, it will strengthen the operational and 

investment frameworks for major projects such as those in the PIDA PAP.  

The project will address key continental development issues including: inadequate 

power supply; lack of access to electricity for industries and most African population; 

poor quality of services; energy efficiency, system performance, financial management, 

renewable energies and climate change considerations insufficiently accounted for by 

the power sector; and limited investments 

Bank’s  

Added Value  

Leaning on its TYS emphasising infrastructure, regional integration, skills development 

and governance, and drawing lessons from past interventions in Capacity-building and 

technical assistance on the continent, the Bank in this project, is building on its 

comparative advantage of being a major financier of infrastructure to ensure that a 

sustainable solution to the Capacity-building and training needs is implemented in order 

to increase the development impacts of physical infrastructure and accelerate regional 

trade. Support to centers of excellence in order to boost investments in the various 

sectors, particularly for transformative programmes such as PIDA is well within the 

mandate and area of focus of the Bank. Indeed, the networking approach proposed in 

this project presents key advantages in terms of cost effectiveness, efficiency, immediate 

impact and sustainability. 

Knowledge  

Management  

The development of a knowledge bank was identified as one of the outputs of the project. 

Working with the Director of Human resources of all utilities and the Centers of 

Excellence, the ANCEE Coordination Unit will establish a database of training needs 

versus technical offer. The database will also compile and assess existing solutions to 

innovation and emerging areas in the renewable energy area. 
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African Development Bank – RESULTS-BASED LOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Country and Project name: Regional-Africa. African Network of Centers of Excellence in Electricity (ANCEE) 

Project Purpose: Strengthen technical and managerial capacities in the electric power sector in Africa 

    PERFORMANCE INDICATORS MEANS OF 
VERIFICATION 

ASSUMPTION/RISKS/MITIGATI

ONS 

  RESULTS CHAIN Indicator Baseline (2012) Target  (2018)   

1
. 

IM
P

A
C

T
S

 

1.1 Improved performance of the 

power sector and regional integration 

Increased energy supply available 

for regional trade 

SAPP: 2GW 15% 

improvement 

APUA 

database 
RISK: Delay in anticipated energy 

infrastructure developments 
MITIGATION: Main infrastructure 

are included in the PIDA programme 

benefiting from continent-wide and 

international efforts for 

implementation. 

WAPP: GW 

EEAP: GW 

Average Loss of Load Duration 

(power outages in APUA member 

countries) 

 65min  15% 

improvement 

APUA 

database 

% of RE in Energy Mix in APUA 

member countries 

 18%  20%  APUA 

database 

RISK: Implementation of Carbon-

neutral energy technologies are 

delayed 

MITIGATION: More Green Funds 

are made available to create needed 

incentives to government and private 

sector 

    

2
. 

O
 U

 T
 C

 O
 M

 E
 S

 

2.1 Power sector more attractive for 

investments 

 PIDA PAP energy project reaching 

financial close 

 23% (3 projects 

(2015)/13) 

 54% (7 

projects/13) 

 ADB database RISK: Participating utilities are not 

willing or unable to afford sending 

their key staff for training 

MITIGATION: APUA to generate 

political and institutional commitments 

among its members. Fragile states and 

women will be provided scholarships 

  
 

2.2 Improved quality of power supply 

and services 

Average electric power total losses 

(%) 

15%   13% 

  

APUA 

Database 

2.3 Increased access to cost effective 

and locally relevant training and 

responsive remedial knowledge 

solutions 

Nbr of countries benefiting from 

quality APUA standard training 

facilities 

10 (clients of 4 

CoE, 2014)) 

35 CoE Database 

2.4 Improved gender balance reached 

in the electricity sector 

Percentage of women trained in 

electricity subsectors for technical 

and managerial skills 

5% (CoE data) 33% CoE database 
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3
. 

O
U

T
P

U
T

S
 

3.1 Skills and knowledge of Technical 

and managerial personnel, especially 

in  fragile states and for women is 

enhanced 

Total Certificates1 granted to 

Technical and Managerial 

personnel, including CoE housed 

and in situ utilities centers 

 None (ANCEE)  9350 (ANCEE)  APUA report  

 

 

 

Assumption: Power utilities staff and 

managers have interest and access to 

ANCEE training 

 

Certificates granted to women 

technical and managerial personnel 

 None (ANCEE)  3120 (ANCEE)  APUA report 

3.2 Governance and higher 

management decision-making at 

national and regional levels improved 

Certificates granted to Power sector 

utility executives 

15 (2006 APUA 

seminar) 

100  APUA report 

Certificates granted to power sector 

Decision-makers 

 25 (2006 APUA 

seminar) 

 150  APUA report 

3.3 Contribution made for bridging the 

skills gap in basic power engineering 

majors 

Preliminary feasibility report on 

APUA-ESIE rehabilitation 

0 1 feasibility 

report 

 APUA report RISK: Commitment of Cote d’Ivoire 

Government to rehabilitate ESIE as an 

regional training school 
MITIGATION: Agreements are drafted 

under ECOWAS in cooperation with APUA 

for the rehabilitation of the School 

3.4 New training centers qualified as 

ANCEE Centers of excellence 

Number of Trainers of new training 

centers trained 

 None (ANCEE) 200 (ANCEE)     

 

 

Assumption: Business plan of 

ANCEE is implemented 

  

 

 

 

  

Number of training centers qualified 

as APUA Centers of Excellence 

4  8   APUA report 

3.5. Training capacities and curricula 

of the initial  four Centers of 

Excellence improved 

Number of Trainers in initial CoE 

trained (exchange programme) 

 None (ANCEE) 40 (ANCEE)   

Hosting capabilities of CoE and new 

training curriculum offered 

1650 Trainees  20% increase  APUA report 

4
. 

A
 C

 T
 I

 V
 I

 T
 I

 E
 S

 

            

COMPONENT 1 - Establishing the network and its executive and governance bodies: UA 1,023,654  

INPUTS  
 

AfDB: UA 8.300 million 

AFD: UA 2.556 million  

APUA: UA 0.135 million  

POWER SECTOR: 11.084 million 

 

TOTAL: UA 21.075 million 

  

 1.1 Developing the framework and operational rules and guidelines of the network 

 1.2 setting up of the Network, its governance and ANCEE Coordination Unit (ACU) 

 1.3 Assessing and strengthening the initial four centers of excellence 

COMPONENT 2 – Network Operation: UA 870,067 

 2.1  Operation of the Coordination Unit (fees, missions, renting and office) 

 2.2  Engage in marketing, communication activities and partnership 

COMPONENT 3 – Training for skills and governance in the electricity sector: UA 15,618,893 

 3.1 Plan and Training activities (need Assessment and designing training curriculum) 

 3.2 Screen and Select Trainees 

 3.3. Coordinate the implementation of training 

                                                 
1 Certificates can be granted for competencies or attendance 
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 3.4 Promote and monitor training in leadership and strategic governance for managers, HRM and decision-makers 

COMPONENT 4 – Promoting of new Centers of Excellence: UA 2,409,560 

 4.1 Assessing and promoting potential new centers of excellence  

 4.2 Undertake training of trainers programme 

 4.3 Building the capacity of new potential CoE 

 4.4 Facilitating investment opportunities for CoE 

 4.5 Undertake the feasibility study for the rehabilitation of ESIE (Ecole Superieure Internationale d’Electricité) 

COMPONENT 5– Key success factor activities: UA 1,634,132 

 5.1 Build a Supply/Demand database for training needs and solutions (knowledge base) 

 5.2 Implement Monitoring and Supervision activities 

 5.3 AFD external Consultant for Supervision 

TOTAL: UA 22.075 million (including contingency) 
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Project Timeframe 
    2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

  TASK START FINISH Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q2 

 African Centers of Excellence for Electricity May 14 Dec. 18                                
   

1 Preparation and Appraisal                      

2 Loan approval                                        

3 Publication of EOI for ACU                                        

4 

Recruitment of Consultant in Charge of Legal Framework 

(MOU) and of Manuel of Procedures for the  network                   
   

5 Recruitment of staff of Network Coordination Unit                                         

6 Establish Network and its governance                                        

7 Fulfilment of Grant conditions                                        

8 Launching of the operation of the network                      

9 

Build a Supply/Demand database for training needs and 

solutions (knowledge base)                                     
   

10 Operate the Coordination of the Network                                        

11 Deliver training for skills and governance in the electricity                                        

12 Promoting of new Centers of Excellence                                        

13 

Undertake the feasibility study for the rehabilitation of 

ESIE                                     
   

14 Implement Monitoring and Supervision activities                                        

15 Quarterly Reports                      

16 Perform Term reviews auditing and M&E                                        

17 Project Completion                                        
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REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF MANAGEMENT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

ON A PROPOSED GRANT TO THE ASSOCIATION OF POWER UTILITIES OF AFRICA (APUA) 

FOR THE AFRICAN NETWORK OF CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE IN ELECTRICITY (ANCEE) 

 
Management submits the following report and recommendation on a proposed grant to the Association of 

Power Utilities of Africa (APUA) of UA 8.3 million to finance the African Network of Centers of Excellence 

in Electricity (ANCEE). 

 

I STRATEGIC THRUST & RATIONALE 

1.1.  Context 

1.1.1. Africa remains the continent where access to electricity is the lowest of all world regions, although 

the average electricity rate in Sub-Sahara Africa increased from 23% in 2000 to 32% in 2012, while in North 

Africa 99% of people have access to electricity2.  According the IEA, in 37 sub-Saharan countries, the number 

of people without electricity access has increased since 2000 while regional total rose by about 100 million; 

however about 145 million gained access in that period. This is indicative of the poor performance of the 

sector, in general, and the needs to pursue aggressive and innovative approaches at national, sub-regional and 

continental levels addressing not only the challenges of planning and investment in infrastructure, but also 

that of human resource. 
 

1.1.2. The alarmingly increasing paucity of human resources and training facilities in most African countries 

due to years of low investments in new and existing facilities, the falling level of attendance of students in 

technical and engineering schools, aggravated by brain drain of qualified professionals in the power sector, 

threaten to cripple existing energy infrastructure and deter investments in the sector. Although most countries 

lack quality training facilities, a limited number of them have excellent facilities and training curriculum 

which currently are underutilized and cater mostly for national needs only. Pooling these resources and 

experiences to provide cost effective and sustainable solutions to skills development through regional 

cooperation is poised to have a short and medium term impact on the performance of the power sector at 

national and regional levels. In the longer term, it will strengthen the operational and investment frameworks 

for major projects such as those in the PIDA PAP. 
 

1.1.3. The key continental development issues to be addressed by the project are: inadequate power supply; 

lack of access to electricity for industries and most African population; poor quality of services; energy 

efficiency, system performance, financial management, renewable energies and climate change 

considerations insufficiently accounted for by the power sector; and limited investments. 

1.2. Project linkages with regional strategy and objectives 
 

1.2.1. The Secretary General of the United Nations launched in 2012 the Sustainable Energy for All initiative 

(SE4ALL) whose goals are universal access to energy, doubling energy efficiency and doubling the share of 

renewable energy in the global energy mix by 2030. The success of this initiative in Africa would require 250 

million new connected households (6.3% growth per year), installed capacity should increase from 74.3 GW 

currently about 450 GW and energy production from renewable (solar, wind, geothermal) should increase by 

53%. 

 

1.2.2. The current project leans on the benefits of regional cooperation by networking training facilities and 

qualified trainers to create a flexible and expandable virtual regional training facility capable to respond to 

the needs of most national utilities in bridging the capacity gaps in planning, design, built operate, and 

maintain systems, manage efficiently systems and electricity organizations. Technicians, engineers in the 

different electricity sub-sectors, managers, and decisions-makers are targeted. 

 

                                                 
2 2014 IEA Africa Energy Outlook 
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1.2.3. It is therefore in line with the Bank TYS Operational Priority (OP) 1 related to Infrastructure; OP 2 

related to Regional Integration; and OP 4 addressing Skills and Technology. The project is pivotal in achieving 

the PIDA Energy Priority Action Plan 2020 targets. 

 

1.2.4. It is also in line with the Regional Integration Policy and Strategy (RIPOS) and all Regional 

Strategy Papers, as related to the priority areas of “building capacity for effective implementation of the 

regional integration agenda building”; sub areas dealing with “support to regional centers of excellence”; 

“institutional and human capacity building”; and “promotion for regional infrastructure development”. The 

RIPOS highlights the link between improved infrastructure and economic value-addition central for 

industrialisation and economic growth. Finally, the project addresses the broad objectives of the Bank Energy 

Policy and Human Capital Strategy. 

1.3. Rationale for Bank’s involvement 

1.3.1. The TYS of the Bank highlights the critical role of energy infrastructure to sustain economic 

development. Further the Strategy recognizes that regional cooperation is a key enabler to effectively tap into 

the diverse resources and skills on the continent in order to accelerate development. The challenges of skills 

and technologies as main contributors to inclusiveness and sustainability are to be overcome. In addition, 

special emphasis will be put in fragile states and women, for which the limited human resources capacity 

aggravate the economic exclusion. This particular intervention is thus consistent with all Operational Priorities 

indicated in the Bank TYS and its Regional Integration Strategy and related regional RISP emphasizing 

regional infrastructure development institutional and human capacity building, skill and technologies and 

increasing the role of the private sector. 

 

1.3.2. Working in partnership with the Association of Power Utilities of Africa (APUA) and the AFD 

(Agence française de développement), the Bank aims at leveraging its comparative advantages as financier 

and convener. It is mandated to support enhanced regional integration with the long years’ experience in 

capacity-building and continental coordination of utilities of APUA to ensure an efficient intervention that 

can lead to larger investments in the sector. Indeed, channelling this support through the APUA should ensure 

quick and efficient participation of all the 77 utilities on the continent and members of APUA.  

 

1.3.3. The project also supports the Bank leadership in infrastructure financing (notably its role in the 

implementation of the PIDA programme), especially in the power sector on the continent and enhances its 

privileged partnership with the AUC, the RECs, NPCA, the Power Pools and APUA and other strategic and 

financing partners active in the energy sector. 

1.4.  Donors coordination 

The project is co-funded by the AfDB and the AFD. Funding from AFD and the AfDB will be parallel and 

assigned to specific project expenditures (see Budget and indicative financing plan attached). However, 

special efforts will be made by the AFD and AfDB teams to ensure sufficient coordination in project 

monitoring. AFD and ADB will conduct a joint project supervision mission, at least once a year. The mid-

term and final reviews will also be jointly led by both donors. Quarterly reports produced by the ANCEE 

Coordination Unit will be shared to both institutions. The AFD and AfDB are considering long-term 

cooperation on the next phase of this project. 
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II PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1  Project components 

 
Table 2.1: project components 

  Component 

name 

Est. cost 
(UA million) 

(not including 

contingencies) 

Component description 

 

1 Establishing of 

the network and 

its executive and 

governance 

bodies 

1.024  Developing the framework and operational rules 

and guidelines of the network 

 Setting up of the governance and ANCEE 

Coordination Unit (ACU) 

 Assessing and strengthening the initial four 

centers of excellence. 

2 Network 

operation 

0.870  Operation of the Coordination Unit 

 Engage in marketing and communication 

activities 

 Knowledge management and sharing 

3 Training for skills 

and governance in 

the electricity 

sector 

15.619  Plan and design training activities in 

collaboration with the CoE 

 Screen and select trainees; scholarships will be 

offered to candidates from least developed and 

transition states participants, women, and those 

requiring skills for renewable energy 

development; 

 Coordinate the implementation of trainings; 

 Promote and monitor the training of targeted 

national and regional managers and decision-

makers for leadership and strategic sector 

governance 

4 Promoting of new 

Centers of 

Excellence 

2.409  Assess and promote potential new centers of 

excellence  

 Undertake training of trainers programme 

 Build the capacity of new potential CoE 

 Facilitate investment opportunities for CoE 

 Undertake the feasibility study for the 

rehabilitation of ESIE (Ecole supérieure 

internationale d’electricité) 

5 Key cross-cutting 

network activities 

1.634  Build a Supply/Demand database for training 

needs and solutions (knowledge base) 

 Implement Monitoring and Supervision 

activities 

 Perform auditing and evaluation 

 

2.1.1 The Network adopts the principle of non-exclusion of access to its services and thus offers all 

countries the following services: 

 training of administrative and technical staff of utilities in the selected CoE and in-situ within the 

utilities themselves; 

 training of trainers of CoE and utilities; 

 awareness programs for managers (HR and technical directors); 

 leadership and strategic governance programs for senior management in utilities, and national, 

regional, and continental decision-makers in the power sector; 

 consumer information programs to support their role as lobby forces for social impacts and the 

adoption of Sustainable Production and Consumption Modes; 

 strengthening of frameworks for management and training and that of technical infrastructure of 

training centers; 
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 measures to increase the hosting capacity of the CoE; 

 promoting utilities training centers eligible as new CoE; 

 exchange of trainers programs between the CoE; and 

 design of new training modules. 

 

2.1.2 Eventually, ANCEE will lift the language barrier to training, by using the great potential of the CoE 

to the service of the entire continent. Trainers exchange programs will be well utilized for editing and creating 

training modules available in several training languages. 

2.2 Technical solution retained and other alternatives explored 

2.2.1 Human and institutional capacity gaps are among the reasons for the chronic under performance of 

African power systems, as indicated by access to electricity among the lowest in the world or massive power 

outages experienced by number of countries over the past decades. Maintenance of infrastructure and 

equipment is also a major issue. 

2.2.2 For each power utility company to maintain a holistic capacity to train staff internally, it would require 

investment in heavy and expensive equipment which capital investment cost should be recovered over time 

provided that the demand for training reaches a critical mass and specialised trainers are available. This is an 

unsurmountable challenge in most countries on the continent (see Table 2.2) 

2.2.3 Alternatively, the proposed solution aims to support the creation, within the best existing training 

centers, training packages in priority areas that meet not only the needs of the host utility but can also be 

accessible to other utilities in the region with the same need. It therefore provides a cost effective response to 

a critical need for skills development and an appropriate response via the pooling of resources that overcome 

constraints of smaller companies and participates in deepening regional integration on the continent. 

 

Further, the project recognises the deficit of basic power engineers as a serious threat to the short and medium 

term performance of the sector. It thus, starts to address the joint request by APUA and ECOWAS to revive 

the APUA engineering School (Ecole supérieure internationale d’electricité or ESIE) based in Abidjan, by 

funding the feasibility study aimed at defining the cost, structure, and modality for reopening that school. It 

is to recall that ESIE was created in 1979 and contributed to train over 250 high quality electromechanical 

engineers working in more than 20 countries in Africa. However, the school was forced to close in 2000 due 

to lack of financial support. 

 

2.2.4. Selection of the Centers of Excellence: The project concept emerged from an initial project 

assistance request submitted to NEPAD IPPF in 2010. A framework study, financed by the AFD assisted by 

the EU, was carried out from September 2012 to June 2013, aiming at (i) identifying of potential centers of 

excellence, and (ii) defining the concept for network of centers of excellence; the study was conducted by a 

team of consultants from the firms AFPI Rhodanienne and Schneider Electric. The report analysed training 

demand and quality of trainings facilities  of 44 utilities in Africa, and provided a common understanding of 

the concept of centers of excellence, the criteria for assessing existing training centers and performed in situ 

evaluations of 11 shortlisted centers located around the continent, other were assessed through questionnaires. 

The final outcome is a framework document and list of four selected training centers, later approved by the 

General Assembly of APUA. Achieving regional balanced was not a main criteria, as the quality of the facility 

prevailed. This resulted in the identification of the following four centers of excellence3: ESKOM Academy 

of Learning, South Africa (EAL); Center for Sciences and Technics of Electricity (CSTE, Morocco); Institute 

for Training in Electricity and Gas (IFEG, Algeria); and the Kafue Gorge Regional Training Center (KGRTC, 

Zambia). More information is provided in an annex. 

The business plan recognised the immediate need for basic engineers and managers. The centers of Excellence 

                                                 
3 For details see AFD/APUA Framework report « Définition et dimensionnement d’un réseau de centres d’excellence régionaux 

de formation aux métiers de l’électricité »  
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will enter in partnership with existing engineering and management schools/universities in order to provide 

the required basic knowledge. 

 

Preventing Brain Drain: Brain drain occurs mainly when trainees travel outside of the continent, for long 

period of time or when the prospect of reinsertion in the originating utility is not clarified for trainees. This 

project arranges for the trainings to occur on the continent, for relatively short training periods. Also the 

significant skills gaps in the utilities should allow for well trained staff to expect improved careers path after 

acquiring new skills. 

 
Table 2.2: project alternatives considered and reasons for rejection 

Alternative name Brief description 

 

Reasons for rejection 

 

One country one 

training facility 

Each country is supported to 

develop its full training capacity 

 Heavy investment required for 

equipment 

 Need for diversified highly trained 

trainers 

 Low sustainability 

One region one 

training facility 

Develop a training centre in each 

region, as requested by many RECs 

 Very slow to design, build establish and 

make operational 

 Complex institutional arrangement 

 Issues of sustainability 

Train all in 

advanced countries 

abroad 

To build partnership with training 

center outside of Africa and send 

trainees 

 Costly solution 

 Increases brain drain 

 Low impact at national levels 

2.3  Project type 

2.3.1 The project can be categorized as a non-investment project related to capacity-building activities. It 

aims to improve the performance of the power sector and enhance regional integration through building 

technical and managerial capacities in various works and governance in the sector. 

 

2.3.2 Specifically, the project aims at 1) Supporting the establishment and functioning of the ANCEE 

network; 2) Improve training capacities in the power sector, including for basic engineering competencies and 

sector management; 3) Increase access to cost effective and locally relevant training solutions for all RMCs, 

and 4) Promote regional cooperation and integration. 

2.4 Project cost and financing arrangements (Dec. 2014 rate) 

2.4.1 The total project cost is estimated at UA 22,075 million of which UA 8.3 million is requested from 

ADF/RPG, grant of UA 2.556 million from the French Development Agency (AFD), UA 0.135 from APUA 

Secretariat; and UA11.084 million from electricity sector companies, to cover the costs for training of their 

employees in the network. It is expected that from the second year, centers of excellence will contribute 3% 

of the cost of training paid by trainees (except for those on grant provided by the AfDB and AFD) back to 

ANCEE in order to support the operation of the secretariat of the network. 

 

The detailed budget is provided in Appendix I. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 2.3: Project cost estimates by component [amounts in UA equivalents, Dec. 2014] 
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Components 

For. 

currency 

costs (UA) 

Loc. 

currency 

costs (Euros) 

Total Costs 

(UA) 
% foreign 

Establishing of the network and its 

executive and governance bodies 
1,023,654 0 1,023,654 0% 

Network operation 734,738 135,329 870,067 16% 

Training for skills in the electricity sector 15,618,893 0 15,618,892 0% 

Promoting of new Centers of Excellence 2,409,560 0 2,409,561 0% 

Key success factor activities 1,634,132 0 1,634,132 0% 

Total base cost 21,420,978 135,329 21,556,306 1% 

Price Contingency 518,510 0 518,511 0 

Total project cost 21,939,488 135,329 22,074,817 1% 

Note: Exchange Rate: UA/Euro: 1.17374 (Dec 2014) 

 

Table 2.4: Sources of financing [amounts in UA equivalents] 

Sources of financing For. currency costs  Loc. currency costs (Euro) 
Total Costs 

% total 
  

ADF           8,300,000             8,300,000  37.6% 

AFD (French Develop Agency)           2,582,681             2,582,681  11.7% 

APUA                 135,329              135,329  0.6% 

Power Utilities        11,056,806           11,056,806  50.1% 

Total project cost        21,939,487                135,329         22,074,816  100.0% 

Note: Exchange Rate: UA/Euro: 1.17374 (Dec 2014) 

 

Table 2.5: AfDB Project cost by category of expenditure [amounts in UA equivalents] 

Categories of expenditure 
For. currency 

costs 

Loc. 

currency 

costs 

Cost AfDB 

% foreign 

Services 1,316,617 0 1,316,617 0 

Goods 960,885 0 960,885 0 

Operations 5,625,698 0  5,625,698 0 

Total base cost    7,903,200  7,903,200  

Physical contingency 0 0 0 0 

Price Contingency 396,800 0 396,800 0 

Total project cost    8,300,000 0 8,300,000 0 

 

Table 2.6: Expenditure schedule by component [amounts in million UA equivalents] 

Components 
2015 

 (6 months) 
2016 2017 

2018 
(6 months) 

Establishing of the network and its 

executive and governance bodies 
338,232  531,690  89,674  64,059  

Network operation 145,758  253,081  329,312  141,915  

Training for skills in the electricity 

sector 
1,904,804  4,952,875  5,007,494  3,753,720  

Promoting of new Centers of Excellence 14,093  1,694,666  540,653  160,148  

Key success factor activities 327,341  743,402  371,859  191,533  

Total base cost 2,730,228  8,175,715  6,338,991  4,311,374  

     

 

2.4.1  Procurement Arrangement 
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Table 2.7: Project cost by category of expenditure and sources and procurement methods 

[amounts in UA equivalents] 

Categories of expenses for the project 

 

Million UA 

Utilization 

of the rules 

and 

procedures 

of the Bank 

Procurement 

not financed 

by the 

AfDB* 

Total 

Procurement 

Method 

GOODS 
 0.961 

[0.961] 
0.32 

1.281 

[0.961] 

International 

EOI (AfDB 

documents) 

Equipment and support for upgrading the training 

and hosting facilities of the Centers of Excellence 

and Training Centers 

0.961 

[0.961]  
0.32 

1.281 

[0.961] 

 

SERVICES 
1.317 

[1,317] 
0.635 

1.952 

[1.317] 

Shor List 

SQCB 

Procurement of the members of the ANCEE 

Coordination Unit (Coordinator, Marketing 

specialist, Project Assistant)   

  0.014 0.014 [0] 

 

Design of a plan for promotion of new Training 

Centers as Centers of Excellence over the duration of 

the project   

0.028 

[0.028] 
  

0.028 

[0.028] 

 

Design of a Capacity Building plan for Trainers of 

the Training centers 
0.056 [.,056]   

0.056 

[0.056] 

 

Development of a plan for Rehabilitation, renovation 

and expansion of qualified training centers  

0.028 

[0.028] 
  

0.028 

[0.028] 

 

Technical and feasibility study for the rehabilitating 

ESIE  

0.426 

[0.426] 
  

0.426 

[0.426] 

 

Development of a data base of demand/supply for 

the network (sector needs versus supply assessment 

in Centers of Excellence)  

0.028 

[0.028] 
  

0.028 

[0.028] 

 

Development of training modules for leadership 

targeted to managers of utilities  

0.056 

[0.056] 
  

0.056 

[0.056] 

 

Development of training modules for assessment and 

prioritization of competencies needs targeted to 

director of Human resources of utilities (EHBC)  

0.028 

[0.028] 
  

0.028 

[0.028] 

 

Development of training modules for performance 

objectives setting 

 

0.028 

[0.028] 
  

0.028 

[0.028] 

 

Audits and independent evaluation of the project  0.12 [0.12] 0,064 0.184 [0,12]  

Drafting of the legal documents for the establishment 

and organization of ANCEE, the Coordination Unit 

and the Steering Committee 

  0.007 0.007 [0] 

 

Develop of a manual of procedures for ANCEE    0.007 0.007 [0]  

Draft agreements between the CoE and ANCEE for 

the establishment of the network and coordinate their 

signature  

  0.033 
0.033 

[0.033] 
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Development of training modules targeted to the 

trainers of the COE  

0.014 

[0.014] 
  

0.014 

[0.014] 

 

Develop a marketing and communication plan for 

the activities of the network   

0,007 

[0.007] 
  

0.007 

[0.007] 

 

Develop business folders and documents and 

manage internet web sites  

0.014 

[0.014] 
  

0.014 

[0.014] 

 

Organise a round table of strategic partners in the 

second year  

0.103 

[0.103] 
  

0.103 

[0.103] 

 

Preparation Studies for investment projects 
0.333 

[0.333] 
0,384 

0.718 

[0.333] 

 

Develop guidelines for cross-matching trainings in 

the works of electricity between various training 

centers  

0.017 

[0,017] 
  

0.017 

[0.017] 

 

Develop monitoring indicators and undertaking a 

study to inform baseline  

0.007 

[0.007] 
  

0.007 

[0.007] 

 

Annual study for benchmarking of centers of 

excellence  

0.021 

[0.021] 
  

0.021 

[0.021] 

 

Consultant for Project supervision for AFD    0.125 0,.25 [0]  

OTHERS 
5.626 

[5.626] 
1.506 7.131[5.626] 

Manuel of 

Procedures 

of ANCEE 

Training of the technical and administrative 

personnel of utilities 

4.260 

[4.260] 
1.025 

5.285 

[4,260] 

 

Project Operation activities 1.366 

[1.366] 
0.481 

1,847 

[1.366] 

 

Contingency (unallocated cost) 
0.397 

[0.397] 
0.122  

0.519 

[0.397] 

 

Total 
8.300 

[8.300] 
2,583 

10.883 

[8.300] 

 

[..] AfDB cost 

 

Details of procurements are provided in Appendix III. 

2.4.2  Disbursements 

 

Withdrawals of funds to the Bank will be done by the methods of “direct payment” (spending related to 

contracts, with the exception of the payment of the monthly salary of the members of the Coordination Unit), 

the “special account” (for expenses related to the organization of seminars and meetings) and “refund” for 

expenses attributable to the Bank and pre-financed by the APUA, previously authorized by the Bank and 

engaged according to its procurement procedures. 

The special account will be opened in the name of ASEA-ANCEE and placed under the joint signature of the 

Coordinator of the APUA and the Accountant. It will be replenished only through the resources of the grant, 

requested from the Bank under the signature of the Director General of the APUA or an authorized person 

designated by him and whose specimen signatures should be communicated to the Bank under the rules and 

disbursement procedures. 

2.4.3 Financial Management 

The Project Coordination Unit (ACU) of ANCEE, which will be created within the General Secretariat of the 

APUA, is responsible for the financial management of the project. The ACU will have the support of the 

APUA financial management staff and its accounting system. To this end, the Secretariat of APUA will ensure 

the recruitment before the first disbursement of the Coordinator of the ACU and the Accountant who will be 

at the forefront of this support to the ACU. A manual of administrative, financial and accounting procedures 

should be developed for the project. It will provide the procedures of the various management cycles, and the 

operational details of the accounting system to be set up in the three budgetary modules, general and analytical 

(accounting plans, schemes of accounting entries, applicable principles and methods). The ACU will develop 
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at the beginning of each fiscal year a work program and an annual budget. It will be requested to prepare 

quarterly financial monitoring reports and annual financial statements of the project. The ACU will ensure to 

incorporate into the financial terms of the various agreements that it will sign with the centers of excellence, 

adequate mechanisms for their financial performance reporting. The implementation arrangements for all of 

the financial management system components are detailed in the Annex related to financial management. 

2.4.4  Audit 

With the exception of the first audit that could relate to the accounts over a period of more than twelve (12) 

months and but not more than eighteen (18) months, in case where the first disbursement takes place in the 

second half of the year after the launching of project, project audits will be conducted on an annual basis by 

an independent external audit firm recruited on a competitive basis and in accordance with the terms of 

reference for audits of projects financed by the Bank. The audit reports must be submitted to the Bank within 

six months after the end of each year. 

2.5 Project’s target area and population  

 

2.5.1. The direct project beneficiaries are technical, professional and managerial employees of African 

utilities members and non-members of APUA. Higher decision-makers involved in the governance of the 

sector at national and regional levels will also be beneficiaries. Transition states personnel and women will 

benefit from special scholarships. It is expected that the AfDB will fund scholarships for about 2,550 trainees 

in transition states, of which one third will be women. However, improvements in the entire sector at national 

and regional level (Power Pools) are expected as a consequence of better skills and knowledge. Therefore, the 

project will generate the following expected outcomes: a) Improved utility financial and operational 

framework; b) Improved quality of power supply and services; c) Improved sustainability of power sector 

training facilities; and d) Increased access to cost effective and locally relevant training solutions. 

 

2.5.2 Skills and competencies earned are applied to create (see Logical Framework, Annex), inter alia: more 

PIDA PAP energy project reaching financial close; reduction in electric power Transmission &Distribution 

losses; improved sector and utility financial performance; increase number of regional countries (PPA) and 

private sector involved (PPP) in major energy projects like PIDA/PAP projects in Africa; more APUA labelled 

training facilities; enhance hosting capacity in APUA standard training facilities; and a greener energy 

generation mix. 

2.6 Participatory process for project identification, design and implementation 

2.6.1. Due to the project nature (not including significant works / construction, and not directly involving 

the general public), no general public consultations have been carried out or are planned. However, the design 

and selection of Centers of Excellence involved a participatory approach through intensive surveys among all 

power utilities, on-site visit by consultants and discussions in the frameworks of workshops and during regular 

statutory meetings of APUA. The concept of the project was adopted by the general Assembly of APUA 

involving 53 companies in over 50 African countries. Finally, the selected centers of excellence were closely 

involved in the final design, planning and budgeting of the network during the appraisal missions. 

2.7 Bank Group experience, lessons reflected in project design 

2.7.1  The Bank pioneering interest in regional and continental capacity building is evidenced by both (i) its 

strong support to initiatives such as the African Capacity Building Foundation (ACBF), the African Virtual 

University (AVU), the Open and Distance Learning (ODL) for the SADC region, and the network of Regional 

Institutions of Science and Technology for the ECOWAS region; and (ii) the active role played by the African 

Development Institute (EADI) in capacity development across the continent. 

 

 

2.7.2 Although the Bank’s record as premier infrastructure financier in Africa is well recognized in the 

power sub-sector, successes for capacity development and “soft” infrastructure components remain modest. 

Therefore enhancing operations related to capacity building support for addressing ‘soft infrastructure’ issues 
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such as regulatory reforms, institutional strengthening and development of energy markets has recently 

prompted more attention in the RISP and CSPs during the mid-term reviews.  

 

2.7.3 The Bank operations aimed at developing capacity and institutional development have been 

moderately successful so far, with some exceptions such as the Common Market for Eastern and Southern 

Africa’s (COMESA’s) Public Procurement Reform and Capacity Building Project, and the case of the 

Manantali Dam project also yielded some positive results, and is viewed as an operational model that the West 

African Power Pool (WAPP) is seeking to promote elsewhere in Western Africa. Recent capacity-building 

approvals of the Bank linked to regional integration related to statistical capacity, institutional technical 

assistance in the tripartite arrangement (COMESA-SADC and EAC) and in ECCAS, and infrastructure 

planning and implementation monitoring for the Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa 

(PIDA). Technical Assistance was provided to the AUC, the NPCA and five Regional Economic 

Communities. The 2012 OPEV report on 2000-2010 multinational Bank operations noted that since the 

creation of the department for Regional Integration and Trade (ONRI), the Bank has made satisfactory 

progress in the development of capacity building activities aimed at enabling the RECs to address the soft 

constraints to regional integration; however stepping up these efforts was recommended.  

 

2.7.4 A large number of major development partners are active in capacity building for sustainable energy 

access, mostly in sub-Sahara Africa. It is not clear how to isolate the volume of financing dedicated to capacity 

building as this is often a component activity. The following are noteworthy: The World Bank supports 

numerous capacity building programs in Africa; USAID through the Africa Infrastructure Program (AIP) is 

committed to capacity building as a cornerstone of achieving the mission of responsible energy development 

in Africa. USAID also chiefly made contributions to support the development of the 4 power pools and 

regional power trading in SSA (Western, Central, Eastern and Southern Africa); The AFD is an experienced 

provider of targeted capacity building in the SSA power sector. The agency, notably, conceptualized and 

financed the establishment of the ECOWAS Regional Electricity Sector Regulatory Authority (ERERA); the 

European Union ranks among the major partners in the power sector in Africa. The EU is supporting the 

Africa – EU Energy Partnership (AEEP), providing active capacity support to the four SSA power pools and 

to AFUR. Many UN organizations such as UNDESA, UNDP, UNECA and UNIDO are active in 

strengthening capacity of RECs and Power Pools in Africa. GIZ support to the Nigeria Power Training center 

(NAPTIN). Finally, the Chinese cooperation, the JICA, the KFAED, NORAD, the EIB, IRENA, IAEA, 

CIDA, UNU-GTP and the IFDD have each been active on several energy sector capacity building 

programmes involving electrification, energy efficiency and renewable energy. 

 

2.7.5 Drawing lessons from the above, the Bank should build on its comparative advantage of being a major 

financier of infrastructure and ensure that a sustainable solution to the Capacity-building and training needs 

is implemented in order to increase the development impacts of infrastructure. Support to centers of excellent 

in order to boost investments in the various sectors, particularly for transformative programmes such as PIDA 

should remain an area of focus. The networking approach proposed in this project presents key advantages in 

terms of cost effectiveness, efficiency, immediate impact and sustainability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.8 Key performance indicators  

 

The project performance indicators are outlined in the project log frame, categorized at impact, outcome and 
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output levels. The following can be highlighted: 
 

Key Indicators Target by 2018 

 Increased energy supply available for 

regional trade 

 15% improvement 

 % of RE in Energy Mix in APUA member 

countries 

 20% 

 Number of APUA labelled training centers  8 

 PIDA PAP energy project reaching financial 

close: 

 5 projects (40% of total) 

 

 Certificates granted to Technical and 

Managerial personnel 

 9350  

 Certificates granted to women technical and 

managerial personnel 

 Certificates granted to power sector utilities 

executive and sector decision-makers 

 Feasibility study for ESIE 

 3120 (33%) 

 

 150 

 

 Study completed 
 

III PROJECT FEASIBILITY 

3.1.  Environmental and Social impacts 

Environment and climate change 
 

3.1.1 The project is classified as category III and has no negative impact on the environment; however, in 

any case, it will adhere to the respective countries’ environmental and waste management guidelines and 

procedures. 

 

Climate Change 

 

3.1.2 The generation and consumption of energy is responsible for most of the GHG emission that contribute 

to the climate change phenomena. Although Africa remains marginally co-responsible for the emission of 

GHG, its population and ecosystems are critically impacted by the consequences of the global warming. 

Consequently, at regional and country levels, efforts are being made to reduce the emission of more GHG, 

and make national economies resilient to climate change. Key pillars for intervention in the energy sector 

relate to planning for climate responsible energy mix with more renewable energy share construction and 

maintenance of energy efficient systems and equipment; implementing energy efficiency measures. These 

pillars are all reinforced by the actions of ANCEE. The project targets to contribute to attain an energy mix 

of 20% of renewable sources in 2018 from a current share of 18%; Knowledge and experiences in various 

regions will be shared within the network, and specific training undertaken to allow professional and managers 

to plan, develop and maintain system in optimal manner. This should create an environment conducive to 

more investments in energy efficient and climate responsive system by the private sector. 

Gender and fragile states 
 

3.1.3 The project recognized the special need of women (low presence in the electricity sector, and 

important beneficiaries of the availability of electricity) and candidates from fragile states. More than 30% of 

scholarships granted will target women and fragile states candidates. The project will contribute to empower 

with individual and collective competencies to sustain their technical and managerial role and leadership in 

the energy sector, and as consumers of energy, reduce energy poverty among women. Trainers and CoE will 

be sensitized to gender balance in the energy sector beyond the three year life of this project. On the social 

aspects, it is noted that  improving access to modern energy services to African population will primarily free 

women from heavy chores workload and health hazards. This also entails more free time to address strategic 

needs, gain social and human capital and enjoy a better quality of life. 

Social 
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3.1.4 There are multiple economic and social benefits to be derived from the project. The improvement of 

the performance of the energy sector will have an impact on supply and distribution, and thus contribute to 

access to energy for all. During project implementation, the increased number of trainees attending the CoE 

should create additional employment/business opportunities for the CoE, and increased logistical services for 

the hosting CoE. Opportunities will be opened as well for consultants and suppliers of training services and 

equipment to provide services and goods in support of the development of the ANCEE network activities. For 

the power utility personnel, besides professional skills and competencies, the project will result in improved 

morale, and improved career opportunities. Thus, the power utilities benefit from stronger personnel retention 

within the industry. 

Involuntary resettlement 

 

3.1.5 No involuntary settlement will be undertaken in this project. 

 

IV IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1. Implementation arrangements 

The implementation and governance arrangement is depicted in the following diagram: 

 

Figure 1: Implementation and governance organogram 
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African Power Utilities  

 

4.1.1 The Association of Power Utilities of Africa (APUA), bears the main institutional responsibility of 

the project. 

 

The project implementation arrangements entail the following entities: 
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 4.1.2 Steering Committee: it is the main governing body of the Network. It is composed of: i) One 

representative of the Director of Infrastructure and Energy of the AUC; ii) One representative of Power 

Pools of Africa; iii) General Financial Comptroller of APUA; iv) DG of APUA; v) One representative per 

Donor organization (AfDB may not sit in this steering Committee); vi) Heads of the participating CoEs. 

The Steering Committee will review the activities and financial reports of the project, approve the annual 

work program and budget. 

 4.1.3 The APUA Secretariat: It will provide full hosting facilities to the Coordination Unit. The 

director general is responsible for higher oversight, however, the coordinator will have full responsibility 

of the day-to-day operation of the network. A Manuel of Procedures and operational guidelines will be 

developed, at the inception stage, to clarify the roles of responsibilities of the Coordination Unit and the 

Secretariat of APUA, as well as the financial management issues. The chief Accountant, financial analyst 

and the financial officer of APUA will support on a part time basis the Coordination Unit. 

 4.1.4. ANCEE Coordination Unit (ACU) is the project implementation Unit operating within the 

APUA Secretariat which is composed of 3 outsourced staff (one coordinator, one project assistant in 

charge of procurement, one marketing and communication expert); The Accountant, financial analyst and 

the Administrative and Financial Officer of APUA secretariat will be responsible on a part time basis for 

accounting and Financial management. However, expenses will be initiated by the Coordinator. 

 4.1.5. Centers of Excellence: the four initially designated Centers of Excellence will form the core 

of the network by signing an Agreement with APUA at the inception of network. The Agreement will 

clarify the roles and responsibilities of each party. The COEs are responsible for designing training 

modules and implementing them. They will also contribute 3% of the revenue accrued by the trainings 

undertaken in the framework of the network towards to operational cost of the coordination of the network. 

 4.1.6 Power Utilities: Trainees will be proposed by power utilities Human Resource planning units, 

and the cost of training paid by utilities to the COE except in the case of fragile states and women that 

will be supported by the project during the duration of the project, in the form of scholarships. It is 

expected that the ACU will launch several times a year a campaign for submission of applications for 

training within ANCEE, and the list of trainees to be sponsored by the project established by the ACU 

and cleared by the Steering Committee. It is expected that the ANCEE quality label and negotiated training 

cost will serve as a major incentives to attract participants. 

4.2 Monitoring  

 

Timeframe Milestone Monitoring 

Progress/Feedback 

Appraisal Mission Agreement on AR  

Negotiation Agreement on Grant Contract  

Board Approval April 2015  

Recruitment of Consultant in 

charge of Legal framework and 

operational Manuel 

April 2015 (advance procurement 

method under AFD 

financing) 

Network Management and 

governance established 

June 2015  

Launching of Project June 2015  

Budget and annual work program 

approved 

July 2015  

Trainees selected and training 

underway 

August 2015  

Quarterly reports June, Sept, Dec  

Mid-term report Sept 2016  

Supervision Missions Nov. 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018  

Annual audit June 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019  

PCR June 2019  
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Closing of project Dec 2019  

4.3 Governance 

4.3.1. APUA is governed by a General Assembly and an Executive Committee of 21 elected members. The 

Committee of Directors is composed of 12 elected officers and is supervised by a Chairperson. The activities 

of the association are implemented by a General Secretariat whose senior staff are selected among member 

utilities after competitive call for nominations. As reaffirmed in its revised bylaw approved in 2012, APUA 

has mandate to promote training initiatives for the benefit of its members and identification of best training 

centers in Africa.  

 

4.3.2. APUA has established a Scientific Committee which is in charge, for all APUA projects, to provide 

advice and make recommendations to the General Assembly on new scientific initiatives. It is composed of 

subcommittees established on need basis on thematic issues like renewable energy and energy efficiency and 

training. It is expected that a thematic subcommittee on training would be established. The committee should 

be a consultative organ of APUA that will advise APUA on the functioning of the network. 

 

4.3.3. The Executive Committee will play the main governance and political role of the Network. Its 

composition and level of participation makes it adequate for the role. The Centers of Excellence enjoy various 

levels of autonomy within the utilities which created them; however they follow the governance of the utilities. 

Head of the CoE are members of the Steering Committee. 

 

4.3.4 Finally, it should be noted that one of the outcome of the project is the strengthening of the governance 

of the sector, through targeted trainings for decision-makers, and managers in the energy and electricity sector 

and utilities (sector Director Generals, Heads of Power Pools, Sector heads of REC, heads of Group of 

consumers, etc.) 

4.  Sustainability  

4.4.1 The initial four centers of excellence are strong sustainable institutions, with long time track record. 

Linking them in a network format represents an innovative arrangement by leveraging resources, both 

technical and financial and minimizing risks. The business plan developed highlights the conditions for 

sustainability and risks associated. It can be noted that the network has a 75% probability to gain financial 

autonomy, with around 20% funding coming from in-kind contribution, and grant to special target participants 

such as women and fragile states applicants. A levy of 2 to 4% is required on the payment of trainings to the 

center of excellence. This levy will cover the administrative cost of the network. From 4 at inception, the 

number of centers of excellence will increase to 8 within 3 years, and will strengthen the supply of trainings. 

 

4.4.2 Key to the sustainability of the network is the continued political support of governments and utilities. 

This is ensured through the framework of the APUA governance bodies, the Power Pools and the AUC. 

 

 

 

4.5 Risk management 
 

4.5.1 The main project risks are identified in Table 4.5.1. 

 

Table 4.5.1: Main project risks 
Risks Mitigation Measures Risk 

Risk Level Risks Mitigation measures 

Socio-economic Impact 

Medium Delay in anticipated energy Main infrastructure are including in the PIDA programme 
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infrastructure developments 

that can result in  low socio-

economic impact 

benefiting from continent-wide and international efforts for 

implementation, backed by strong political commitments at the 

highest level. 

Low Implementation of Carbon-

neutral energy technologies 

are delayed 

More Green Funds are made available to create the needed 

incentives to government and private sector to adopt clean energy 

technologies 

Market and financial Risk 

Medium Participating utilities not 

willing or unable to pay for 

the training of their key staff 

 

APUA to generate political and institutional commitments among 

its members. Fragile states utilities, with low financial capacities, 

will be provided scholarships. The APUA 47thGeneral Assembly 

took a resolution calling its members to support the ANCEE 

network. 

Implementation risk for ESIE 

Medium For ESIE rehabilitation, 

commitment of Cote d’Ivoire 

Government for ESIE as a 

regional training school 

At present CI government is very committed to the project, and 

Agreements are drafted under ECOWAS in cooperation with 

APUA for the rehabilitation of the School as a regional school. 

 

4.6 Knowledge building 

 

The development of a knowledge bank was identified as one of the outputs of the project. Working with the 

Director of Human resources of all utilities and the Centers of Excellence, the ACU will establish a database 

of training needs versus technical offer. The database will also compile and assess existing solutions to 

innovation and emerging areas in the renewable energy area. 

 

V LEGAL INSTRUMENTS AND AUTHORITY 

5.1. Legal instrument 

 

5.1.1 The financing instrument is an ADF of UA 8.300 million from the Regional Operation Envelop 

provided to the secretariat of APUA for the management of the project. 

5.2. Conditions associated with Bank’s intervention 

5.2.1 Conditions Precedent to Entry into Force of the loan Agreement are the signature of the Agreement 

by the APUA and the Fund. 

5.2.2 Conditions precedent to First Disbursement: The obligations of the Fund to make the first 

Disbursement shall be conditional upon the fulfillment of the following conditions: 
 

The Secretariat General of APUA shall have provided evidence, in form and substance satisfactory to the 

Fund of:  

i. The opening of a Special Accounts by APUA Secretariat in a bank acceptable to the Fund; 

ii. Establishment of the ANCEE Coordination Unit; and 

iii. Recruitment of the ANCEE Coordinator and the APUA’s accountant. 

 

5.2.3 Other conditions: 

The recipient shall, in form and substance satisfactory to the Fund, fulfill the following other condition: 

 Official submission of the list of the members of the Steering Committee and a description of its 

operation and its responsibility. 

5.3. Compliance with Bank Policies 

This project complies with all applicable Bank policies. 
 

VI RECOMMENDATION 

 

Management recommends that the Board of Directors approve the proposed grant of UA 8.3 million under the 
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Regional Operation Envelop (RPG) to the Association of Power Utilities of Africa (APUA) for the purposes and 

subject to the conditions stipulated in this report. 
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APPENDIX I 

Detailed Budget 

 

BUDGET AND FINANCIAL TABLES AUC/Euros (Dec 14)          

 1.17374           

COMPONENT 

Reference 

in Business 

Plan 

Total 

(Euro) 

Total 

Amount 

(UA) 

AFD 

(Euro) 

AFD ( 

UA) 

AfDB 

(Euro) 

AfDB 

(UA) 

 

APUA 

(Euro)  

APUA 

(UA) 

Utilities 

(Euro) 

Utilities 

(UA) 

Component 1 :Establishing of the network 

and its executive and governance bodies 
  

         

1,201,504  

         

1,023,654  

         

350,374  

         

298,511  

         

851,129  

         

725,143  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

1.1: setting up of the Network (operational 

framework and guidelines), its governance 

and ANCEE Coordination Unit (ACU) 

1.1 
                

33,083  

                

28,186  

             

33,083  

             

28,186  

                     

-    
  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

1.2 : Assessing and strengthening the initial 

four center of excellence 
1.2 

           

1,168,421  

              

995,468  

           

317,291  

           

270,325  

           

851,129  

           

725,143  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

Component 2 : Network Operation   
         

1,021,230  

            

870,067  

         

284,780  

         

242,626  

         

577,612  

         

492,112  

      

158,839  
      135,329  

                      

-    

                       

-    

2.1 : Operation of the Coordination Unit 

(salaries, missions, renting et office) 

2.1 & 2.2 

& 2.4 

              

721,979  

              

615,112  

           

235,908  

           

200,988  

           

327,233  

           

278,795  

        

158,839  

        

135,329  

                      

-    

                       

-    

2.2 : Engage in marketing and 

communication activities and partnership 

2.3 & 5.4 

& 5.5 

              

299,251  

              

254,955  

             

48,872  

             

41,638  

           

250,379  

           

213,317  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

Component 3 : Training for skills in the 

electricity sector 
  

       

18,332,519  

       

15,618,892  

      

1,225,564  

      

1,044,153  

      

5,022,557  

      

4,279,105  

                  

-    

                  

-    

     

12,084,398  

      

10,295,634  

3.1 : Training Plan and activities developed 

(need Assessment and designing training 

curriculum) 

3.1 & 3.2  
                

45,113  

                

38,435  

             

22,556  

             

19,217  

             

22,557  

             

19,218  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

3.2: Selecting Trainees and Coordinate 

implementation of training activities 
3.3 

         

18,287,406  

         

15,580,457  

        

1,203,008  

        

1,024,936  

        

5,000,000  

        

4,259,887  

                  

-    

                  

-    

        

12,084,398  

         

10,295,634  

Component 4 : Promoting of new Centers 

of Excellence 
  

         

2,828,198  

         

2,409,561  

         

806,018  

         

686,709  

      

2,022,180  

      

1,722,852  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

4.1 : Assessing and promoting potential new 

centers of excellence 
4.1 

                

33,083  

                

28,186  

                     

-    

                     

-    

             

33,083  

             

28,186  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

4.2 : Undertake training of trainers 

programme 
4.2 

              

667,669  

              

568,839  

           

166,918  

           

142,210  

           

500,752  

           

426,629  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

4.3 : Building the capacity of new potential 

CoE 
4.3.1, 4.3.2 

              

784,962  

              

668,770  

           

187,972  

           

160,148  

           

596,990  

           

508,622  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    
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4.4 : Facilitating investment opportunities 

for CoE 
New 

              

842,484  

              

717,777  

           

451,128  

           

384,351  

           

391,355  

           

333,426  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

4.5 : Undertake the feasibility study for the 

rehabilitation of ESIE (Ecole Supérieure 

Internationale d ‘Electricité) 

4.3.3 
              

500,000  

              

425,989  

                     

-    

                     

-    

           

500,000  

           

425,989  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

Component 5 : Key success factor 

activities 
  

         

1,949,440  

         

1,634,132  

         

221,804  

         

188,972  

         

802,824  

         

683,988  

                  

-    

                  

-    

           

924,812  

            

761,172  

5.1 : Build a Supply/Demand database for 

training needs and solutions (knowledge 

base) 

5.1 
              

196,242  

              

167,194  

                     

-    

                     

-    

           

196,242  

           

167,194  

                  

-    
  

                      

-    

                       

-    

5.2 : Strengthen leadership and Strategic 

governance skills for managers, HRM, and 

decision-makers 

5.2 & 5.3 
           

1,356,958  

           

1,129,351  

                     

-    

                     

-    

           

432,146  

           

368,179  

                  

-    

                  

-    

             

924,812  

              

761,172  

5.3 : Perform Auditing and Monitoring & 

Evaluation 
5.6 

              

249,623  

              

212,673  

             

75,187  

             

64,058  

           

174,435  

           

148,615  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

5.4 : AFD external Consultant for 

Supervision 

AFD 

specific 

              

146,617  

              

124,914  

           

146,617  

           

124,914  

                     

-    
  

                  

-    

                  

-    

                      

-    

                       

-    

Sub TOTAL   
       

25,332,891  

       

21,556,306  

      

2,888,540  

      

2,460,971  

      

9,276,302  

      

7,903,200  

      

158,839  

      

135,329  

     

13,009,210  

      

11,056,806  

Contingency   
              

608,596  

              

518,510  

      

142,855.90  

           

121,710  

        

465,740  

           

396,800  
  

                  

-    
  

                       

-    

TOTAL   
       

25,941,487  

       

22,074,816  

      

3,031,396  

      

2,582,681  

      

9,742,042  

      

8,300,000  

      

158,839  

      

135,329  

     

13,009,210  

      

11,056,806  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

III 

 

 

1 Establishing the network and its executive and Governance bodies   

1.1. Réseau RACEE et Unité de Coordination créés et organisés   

1.1.1 
Prendre les textes de création/organisation du RACEE, notamment Résolution ASEA, Statuts, 
et Réglement intérieur 

1 consultant (H1) sur 1 mois (H3); --> comptant pour activités 1.1.1, 1.1.2 
et 1.2.1                      7,046  

1.1.5 Rédiger un manuel de procédures de fonctionnement du RACEE 1 consultant (H1) sur 1 mois (H3)                      7,046  

1.1.3 Recruter 3 consultants pour l’UdC: Coordonnat., Resp. Marketing, et Assistant 1 cabinet (H2) sur 1 mois (H3)                   14,093  

1.2.3 Conclure, et signer les MOU initiaux de construction du RACEE avec les CdE 1 atelier (A1), 10 participants; 1 consultant (H1) sur 2 mois (H3)                   33,311  

1.2.4 Concevoir des modules de renforcement des capacités ciblant les formateurs CdE 1 cabinet (H2) sur 1 mois (H3) --> comptant pour les activités 1.2.4 et 1.2.5                   14,093  

    Cout total Service Package-1                   28,185  

    

2.1.1 Prendre en charge la rémunération des 3 consultants recrutés pour l’UdC Personnel : (P4), (P3), (NOC)                 418,286  

    Cout total Service Package-2                   14,093  

    

    

1.2. Centres d’Excellence établis et renforcés                  995,468  

    

1.2.2 Faciliter la nomination officielle des CdE par leurs autorités de tutelle respectives Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.4.1 Preparer un plan marketing/communication de developpement des activités du Réseau 1 consultant (H1) sur 1 mois (H3)                      7,046  

        

5.4.2 Produire les dossiers commerciaux, et animer les points de presence internet 1 consultant (H1) sur 2 mois (H3)                   14,093  

1.2.5 Tenir les sessions de renforcement des capacités pour formateurs des CdE 2 x {1 atelier (A1) 3j puis (A2) 4j}, 20 participants    --> total: 40 formés                 102,485  

1.2.6 Faciliter les missions d’echange de formateurs entre CdEs 5 bourses (Mef) par CdE par an                 204,989  

1.2.7 Mettre à niveau les installations et soutenir l’expansion de capacités d’accueil des CdE 1 Forfait (C1) par CdE                 640,590  

2 Operation of ANCEE Somme des Lignes 2.1 à 2.4                 870,066  

2.1. Unité de Coordination rémunérée                  418,286  

5.5.5 Organiser une table ronde des partenaires strategiques en seconde annee 1 atelier (A1), 50 participants --1 consultant (H1) sur 1 mois (H3)                 103,135  

    

2.2. Soutien de l’ASEA reçu                  135,329  

2.2.1 Identifier, installer et equiper les bureaux de l’UdC 5 x Kit (K1) d’équipement                   16,015  

2.2.2 Couvrir les charges recurrentes locatives et utilitaires de base Charges locatives (L1) mensuelles                   24,983  

2.2.3 Recevoir l’assistance technique du Secrétariat général de l’ASEA Personnel : 5%(P5), 10%(P4), 20%(P3), 50%(NOC)                   94,331  

2.3. Marketing, communication et documentation  assurés                    24,983  
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2.3.1 Mettre à jour et executer le plan de positionnement/developpement d’activités Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

2.3.2 Mettre à jour et diffuser les dossiers commerciaux, et animer présence internet Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

2.3.3 Acquérir les fournitures de bureau, et outils de communication et de connexion Charges utilitaires (U1) mensuelles                   24,983  

2.3.4 Produire videos des activites de formation pour reporting, archives et marketing Rôle CdE - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

2.3.5 Preparer la documentation et organiser les reunions periodiques du Comité de pilotage Téléconférence + UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

2.4. Missions des membres de l’UdC effectuées                    61,497  

2.4.1 Assurer la prise en charge des missions du Coordonnateur 5 missions (M1) annuelles sur budget UdC                   19,218  

2.4.2 Assurer la prise en charge des missions du Responsable Commercial & Marketing 5 missions (M1) annuelles sur budget UdC                   19,218  

2.4.3 Assurer la prise en charge des missions de l’Assistant de Projet 0 missions (M1) annuelles sur budget UdC                             -    

2.4.4 Assurer la prise en charge des missions des 2 experts détachés à l’UdC 2 x {3 missions (M1) annuelles} sur budget UdC                   23,061  

5.4. Marketing  de lancement du Réseau mis en oeuvre                    78,793  

4.1.1 Elaborer un plan de promotion des CdF en CdE pour la période du projet 1 cabinet (H2) sur 2 mois (H3) --> comptant pour les activités 4.1.1 à 4.1.4                   28,186  

4.2.1 Concevoir Renforcement de Capact pour formateurs des centres de formation CdF 1 cabinet (H2) sur 4 mois (H3) --> comptant pour les activités 4.2.1 et 4.2.2                   56,367  

5.4.3 Proceder au renforcement des capacites des organes de gouvernance Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.4.4 Preparer et tenir un atelier de lancement des activités du Réseau 1 atelier (A0), 2 j, 100 participants                   19,218  

5.4.5 
Demeurer activement en contact avec les parties prenantes clés- développement du volume 
des formations (missions UdC) 10 missions (M1) annuelles - complément projet                   38,435  

5.5. Partenaires stratégiques et financiers mobilisés                  151,179  

5.5.1 S’approprier le plan général de financement de février 2014 Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.5.2 Approcher/contacter les partenaires stratégiques/financiers identifiés (missions) 5 missions (M1) annuelles - complément projet                   19,218  

5.5.3 
Développer liens de coopération et synergie avec les projets et initiatives de RC (complément 
de missions UdC) 5 missions (M1) annuelles - complément projet                   19,218  

5.5.4 Faire le suivi des partenariats, et obtenir la mobilisation effective des partenaires Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

4.3.1 Elaborer un plan de réhabilitation, de rénovation et d’expansion des CdF qualifiés  1 cabinet (H2) sur 2 mois (H3)                   28,180  

5.5.6 Organiser une table ronde des partenaires financiers en troisième année 1 atelier (A0), 2 j, 50 participants                      9,609  

5.5.7 Prendre en charge le voyage et le sejour des partenaires financiers (pm) Sans frais au RACEE                             -    

3 Operation of Centers of Excellence Somme des Lignes 3.1 à 3.3           15,618,893  

3.1. Programmes de formation du RACEE élaborés                              -    

3.1.1 Hierarchiser les options de combinaisons des ressources de formation RACEE Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

3.1.2 Trouver avec CdE les options optimales de combinaisons des ressources du RACEE Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

3.1.3 Produire le programme de formation du RACEE en compilant les options optimales Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

3.2. Activités de formation préparées, suivies et facilitées                    38,435  

3.2.1 Conduire le processus d’identification et d’inscription des stagiaires Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    
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3.2.2 
Coordonner la gestion des questions administratives et financieres en appui aux activités de 
renforcement des capacites Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

3.2.3 Mettre les stagiaires en contact avec les CdE prestataires de la formation Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

3.2.4 
Assurer la communication et l’interface avec les stagiaires depuis leur identification jusqu’à 
leur retour en poste Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

3.2.5 
Appuyer la mise en place de modules adaptés et la diffusion de bonnes pratiques 
(complément de missions UdC) 2 x {5 missions (M1) annuelles} - complément projet                    38,435  

3.3. Personnel technique et administratif des sociétés d’électricité formé            15,580,458  

3.3.1 Prendre en charge les titres de transport des stagiaires Transport aérien (V0) x Effectif personnel SdE (Ep)             5,092,692  

3.3.2 Frais d’inscription, de documentation, et de sejour au sein des nouveaux CdE {Prix (F3) x Volume personnel (Ev)} sans frais admin.                 988,367  

3.3.3 Frais d’inscription, de documentation, et de sejour pour formations IFEG {Prix (F1) x Volume personnel (Ev)} sans frais admin.             2,430,303  

3.3.4 Frais d’inscription, de documentation, et de sejour pour formations CSTE {Prix (F3) x Volume personnel (Ev)} sans frais admin.                 950,716  

3.3.5 Frais d’inscription, documentation, et séjour pour formations KGRTC {Prix (F2) x Volume personnel (Ev)} sans frais admin.             1,300,238  

3.3.6 Frais d’inscription, de documentation, et de sejour pour formations ESKOM {Prix (F3) x Volume personnel (Ev)} sans frais admin.             4,212,608  

3.3.7 Frais administratifs de coordination du RACEE pour formation/nveaux CdE Taux (Tx2) x Prix (F3) x Volume personnel (Ev)                   27,946  

3.3.8 Frais administratifs de coordination du RACEE pour formations IFEG Taux (Tx2) x Prix (F1) x Volume personnel (Ev)                   79,529  

3.3.9 Frais administratifs de coordination du RACEE pour formations CSTE Taux (Tx2) x Prix (F3) x Volume personnel (Ev)                   25,223  

3.3.10 Frais administratifs de coordination du RACEE pour formations KGRTC Taux (Tx2) x Prix (F2) x Volume personnel (Ev)                   36,033  

3.3.11 Frais administratifs de coordination du RACEE pour formations ESKOM Taux (Tx2) x Prix (F3) x Volume personnel (Ev)                 126,116  

3.3.12 Régulariser la prise en compte de la subvention de formations RACEE Soustraire la subvention du paiement des SdE           (4,240,867) 

3.3.13 Frais d’inscription, de documentation, et de sejour pour stagiaires subventionnés Par an: Prix (F3) x Volume subventionné (Sv)             4,240,867  

3.3.14 Frais administratifs de coordination du RACEE pour formations subventionnées Non applicable - Situation différente -                             -    

3.3.15 Familiarisation CdE avec clients SdE, et formation du personnel technique in situ 4 bourses (Min) par CdE par an                 310,686  

4 Promotion of Centers of Excellence Somme des Lignes 4.1 à 4.3             2,409,560  

4.1. Centres de formation évalués et qualifiés                    28,186  

4.3.3 Etudier la faisabilité technique et financière de la nouvelle ESIE de l’ASEA Allocation AfDB pour études (D1)                 425,989  

4.1.2 Conduire une campagne de présélection des CdF pour la période du projet Cabinet d’activité 4.1.1 - déjà compté                             -    

4.1.3 Retenir une liste restreinte des CdF qualifiables en CdE pour le projet Cabinet d’activité 4.1.1 - déjà compté                             -    

4.1.4 Signer les MOU de participation au programme de qualification avec les CdF Cabinet d’activité 4.1.1 - déjà compté                             -    

4.1.5 Visiter les CdF qualifiés pour procéder à la remise officielle de leur label d’excellence Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

4.2. Formation des formateurs assurée                  568,839  

4.3.4 Project Preparation Facility for Investment Etudes finance                 717,777  

4.2.2 Tenir les renforcements des capacités pour formateurs des centres de formation CdF 8 x {1 atelier (A1) 3j puis (A2) 4j}, 25 participants --> total: 200 formés                 512,472  
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4.2.3 Coordonner la réalisation du programme pour formateurs Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

4.3. Réhabilitation et expansion des centres CdF réalisées              1,812,535  

5.1.1 Guide de correspondances des référentiels des métiers et des compétences 1 atelier (A1), 10 participants; 1 consultant (H1) sur 1 mois (H3)                   16,655  

4.3.2 Mettre à niveau les installations et soutenir l’expansion de capacités d’accueil des CdF 1 Forfait (C1) par nouveau CdE                 640,590  

5.1.2 Base de données offre/demande (besoins compétences SdE vs ressources des CdE) 1 cabinet (H2) sur 2 mois (H3)  --> comptant pour les activités 5.1.2 à 5.1.5                   28,186  

        

5.2.1 Concevoir des modules de développement du leadership ciblant les managers des SdE  
1 cabinet (H2) sur 4 mois (H3)  --> comptant pour les activités 5.2.1 et 
5.2.2                   56,372  

5 Success Factors Somme des Lignes 5.1 à 5.7             1,634,135  

5.1. Base de données offre/ demande mise en place et maîtrisée                  167,194  

5.2.4 
Concevoir modules de RC des DRH des SdE sur l’évaluation et la hiérarchisation des besoins 
de compétences (EHBC) 

1 cabinet (H2) sur 2 mois (H3)  --> comptant pour les activités 5.2.4 et 
5.2.5                   28,186  

        

5.2.6 Concevoir un module de RC de managers sur la fixation d’objectifs de performance 1 cabinet (H2) sur 2 mois (H3) --> comptant pour les activités 5.2.6 et 5.2.7                   28,186  

5.1.3 Familiariser les DRH des SdE avec la mise à jour et l’exploitation de la Base Données 
{1 atelier (A1) 3j puis (A2) 2j}, 50 participants  --> comptant pour activités 
5.1.3 et 5.2.5                 112,103  

5.1.4 Former l’équipe de l’UdC à l’exploitation et à la maintenance de la BD-BC/RRC Forfait repas de groupe sur 2 j, 10 participants                         641  

5.1.5 Familiariser les CdE avec les différents outils de gestion du RACEE 1 atelier (A1), 5 participants                      9,609  

    

5.2. Leadership des managers des sociétés d’électricité renforcé                  794,972  

5.3.1 Concevoir des modules de gouvernance stratégique pour décideurs nat/régionaux 
chaque année: 1 cabinet (H2) sur 2 mois (H3) --> comptant pour les 
activités 5.3.1 et 5.3.2                             -    

5.2.2 Atelier de développement de leadership pour les managers - modules DLM Par an: 5 x {1 atelier (A0), 5 j}                   48,044  

5.2.3 Prendre en charge le voyage et le sejour des managers - modules DLM 
3 x {50 participts. x [Transport (V1) +7 jours (V2)]} --> comptant pour les 
activités 5.2.3 et 5.2.7                 393,963  

5.6.2 Construire les indicateurs de suivi et faire une étude de renseignement de baseline 1 consultant (H1) sur 1 mois (H3)                      7,046  

5.2.5 Atelier de développement de leadership pour les DRH des SdE - module EHBC Atelier conjoint avec activité 5.1.3 - déjà compté                             -    

5.6.3 Conduire une étude annuelle de benchmarking des centres d’excellence 3 x {1 consultant (H1) sur 1 mois (H3)}                   21,139  

5.2.7 Atelier de développement de leadership pour les managers 5 x {1 atelier (A0), 5 j}                 240,221  

5.2.8 Coordonner la réalisation des sessions pour managers Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.3. Décideurs sensibilisés à la gouvernance stratégique                  334,378  

5.6.5 Faire effectuer 3 audits, et deux evaluations independantes (mi-parcours et fin projet) Eval- 2 x {1 cabinet (H2) sur 2 mois (H3)}    Audits- Forfait allocation (D2)                 184,490  

5.3.2 Atelier de gouvernance stratégique pour les decideurs nationaux et regionaux Par an: 5 x {1 atelier (A0), 5 j}                             -    

5.3.3 Prendre en charge le voyage et le séjour des décideurs 3 ans x {50 participts. x [Transport (V1) +7 jours (V2)]}                 334,378  
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5.3.4 Coordonner la réalisation du programme pour décideurs Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.6. Audit, Suivi, et Evaluation du RACEE assurés                  337,590  

5.6.1 Préparer un plan général d’audit, et de suivi/évaluation des activités du RACEE Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.6.8 Suivi consultant externe AFD Consultant AFD                 124,914  

1.1.2 Prendre les textes de création/organisation de l’Unité de Coordination (UdC) Consultant d’activité 1.1.1 - déjà compté                             -    

5.6.4 Effectuer le suivi et l’évaluation des performances des personnes formées Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

1.1.4 Prendre les textes de création et d’organisation du Comité de pilotage Consultant d’activité 1.1.1 - déjà compté                             -    

5.6.6 Analyser annuellement les résultats du RACEE Rôle CdP - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.6.7 Créer et renseigner une base de données des leçons de la mise en oeuvre du Réseau Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

1.2.1 Prendre textes ASEA de désignation des centres retenus comme CdE du RACEE Consultant d’activité 1.1.1 - déjà compté                             -    

5.7. Reporting of ANCEE implemented                              -    

5.7.1 Préparer un plan de reporting thématique et périodique des activités du RACEE Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.7.2 Préparer le rapport de démarrage du projet RACEE Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.7.3 Rédiger les rapports trimestriels d’étapes Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.7.4 Rédiger les rapports de synthèse thématiques demandés par le Cd Pilotage Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.7.5 Elaborer la documentation de préparation et de synthèse des réunions du Cd Pilotage Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.7.6 Préparer les rapports d’activité annuels du projet Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.7.7 Recevoir les rapports annuels d’audit Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.7.8 Recevoir le rapport d’évaluation à mi-parcours du projet Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.7.9 Recevoir le rapport d’évaluation finale du projet Sans frais additionnels                             -    

5.7.10 Préparer le rapport de clôture du projet RACEE Rôle UdC - Sans frais additionnels                             -    
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APPENDIX II 

 

Evaluation of the Financial Management Capacity of the Secretariat of the Association of Power 

Utilities of Africa (APUA) 

1. Executive Summary 

An evaluation of the financial management system of the APUA (Association of Power Utilities of Africa) 

Secretariat was conducted on 25 February 2015 in Abidjan in line with the financial management policy 

governing Bank-financed projects approved in February 2014. The evaluation aimed at ensuring that APUA 

- future executing agency of the “ANCEE Project” - has the financial management capacity to reassure the 

Bank with regard to: (i) the effective and efficient use of the financial resources allocated to the project; (ii) 

the timely production of accurate and reliable project financial reports; and (iii) safeguarding project assets.  

The project will be implemented by the ANCEE Project Coordination Unit (ACU) to be set up within the 

APUA General Secretariat (APUA is an international non-profit organization). ACU will be in charge of the 

financial management of the project; in this capacity, it will be supported by the financial management staff 

of the Directorate of Administration and Finance. The Directorate is equipped with accounting software. It 

will recruit a qualified and experienced accountant to replace the Chief Accountant who has retired. The 

project does not have an administrative, financial and accounting procedures manual. This weakness in its 

internal audit was noted in the 2013 accounts audit report. However, there is a compendium of management 

rules implemented in the APUA Secretariat. 

The current fiduciary mechanism was rated moderately satisfactory. Indeed, although the mechanism has an 

accounting system that enables it to be up-to-date in terms of accounting and auditing, with 2013 audited 

financial statements and 2014 financial statements pending an audit by Ernst & Young, it does not have an 

internal audit system due to the lack of an administrative and financial procedures manual and proper financial 

management staff to rigorously apply the sacrosanct principle of segregating incompatible duties. 

Therefore, in terms of financial management, the project’s fiduciary risk is significant. The implementation 

of mitigation measures and the recommended action plan should enable financial management arrangements 

designed for its implementation to provide reliable financial information that meets the Bank’s minimum 

requirements, with reasonable assurances. 

Funds withdrawals at the Bank will be by “direct payment” (for contract-related expenditure), “special 

account” (for expenses related to the organization of seminars and meetings) and “reimbursement” for 

expenses attributable to the Bank and pre-financed by APUA, authorized beforehand by the Bank and 

committed in accordance with its procurement procedures. 

2. Brief Description of the Programme  

The project aims at improving the energy sector’s performance and regional integration by building 

governance technical and managerial capacity and other areas of the electricity sector. More specifically, it 

aims at: (i) supporting the creation and operation of the centres of excellence network; (ii) improving training 

capacity in the areas of engineering and management of the sector; (iii) increasing access to effective and 

relevant training at the local level in all Regional Member Countries; and (iv) promoting regional cooperation 

and integration. 

3. Using Country Systems  

Since APUA is an international association, national public finance management issues are not applicable to 

this multinational project. 
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4. Harmonization of Technical and Financial Partners 

The only partner involved in this project is AFD through a grant. During the evaluation, the mission did not 

have the opportunity to discuss with the partner’s fiduciary team. Given that its financing is parallel to that of 

the Bank, the use of Bank-recommended financial and fiduciary mechanisms for financial management of the 

project will not pose any problems. If possible, this partner’s financial management requirements will be taken 

into account and, where possible, financial supervision missions will be jointly conducted. 

5. Agreements  

ACU will sign agreements with four centres of excellence that will be stakeholders in the project’s 

implementation: the Centre des sciences et techniques d’électricité (CSTE) of the Morocco National 

Electricity Board (Office Nationale d’Electricité - ONE), the ESKOM Academy of Learning (EAL) in South 

Africa, the Energy Training Institute (Institut de Formation de l’Energie - IFEG)) of the Algeria Electricity 

and Gas Company (SONELGAZ) and the Kafue Regional Training Centre (KGRTC) of the Zambia 

Electricity Supply Corporation (ZESCO). ACU will ensure the inclusion in these agreements of the financial 

clauses of the flow of funds and financial reporting mechanisms allowing for the traceability of funds allocated 

for activities that are the subject of those agreements. The reporting format will be discussed and will align 

with that used for ACU quarterly reports.  

6. External Audit  

The APUA Secretariat is up-to-date in terms of accounting and auditing. The 2014 financial statements have 

been prepared and an audit by Ernst & Young is pending. The 2013 audit report was validated by the Auditor 

General and approved by the Management Committee and, subsequently, by the General Assembly. 

With the exception of the first audit which could exceed 12 months (without exceeding 18 months if the first 

disbursement is made in the second half of the project start-up year), project audits will be conducted annually 

by an independent external audit firm. ACU will hire this firm on a competitive basis and in accordance with 

the audit terms of reference for Bank-financed projects. The audit reports shall be submitted to the Bank 

within six months following the end of the financial year. 

 

Actions Frequency or Deadlines 
Institution 

Responsible  

Submit the audit report after the end of the 

budget period 

Annually (first 18 months for the first audit, if the first 

disbursement is made in the second half of the start-up 

year) 

APUA / ACU 

Submit the Work Programme and Annual 

Budget (WPAB) 
At the beginning of each year  APUA / ACU 

Forward the Financial Monitoring Report 

(FMR)  

Quarterly (within 45 days following the end of each 

quarter). 
APUA / ACU 

 

7. Supervision Plan 

Financial management supervision, review of financial monitoring reports (FMR), review of financial 

statement audit reports and the letter to management, and follow-up on issues raised during supervision 

missions will be based on a risk-based approach. The table below provides an overview of human resource 

needs for this purpose. 
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Periods 

(months) 
Objectives Necessary Skills  

Estimated 

Resources  

 0-18  

Ensure that risk mitigation measures are implemented and that 

the financial management system is adequate. Build staff 

financial management capacity. 

Financial Management  

2 FMS (1 at 

launch and 1 

twelve months 

following the 

launch) 

19-54 
Check the relevance of financial management mechanisms and 

related risks 
Financial Management  3 FMS  (1/year) 

 

8. Conditions and Financial Clauses 

Conditions for effectiveness: The grant agreement will become effective following its signature by APUA 

and the Bank.  

Conditions precedent to first disbursement: Grant disbursements will only be made once: (i) AfDB receives 

evidence of the APUA General Secretariat opening a special account at the Central Bank or a commercial 

bank deemed acceptable to AfDB; (ii) the ACU is set up; and (iii) the Coordinator and Accountant have been 

recruited. The special account will be opened in the name of APUA-ANCEE and placed under the joint 

signature of the ACU coordinator and accountant. It will be replenished by grant resources, mobilized at the 

Bank under the signature of the APUA Director General or an authorized person designated by him/her and 

whose specimen signatures shall be communicated to the Bank in line with the disbursement rules and 

procedures.  

9. Details of the Financial Management Arrangements 

9.1. Budget management: The budget process within the APUA Secretariat is implemented in 

accordance with instructions set out in the Compendium of Management Rules. The General Secretariat is 

responsible for drawing up the budget, which it submits for approval on 30 June of each year to the APUA 

Management Committee and subsequently to the General Assembly at the same time as its annual activity 

report. The budgets are executed and monitored by the APUA Secretariat through an integrated management 

and multi-project IT system.  

This management system will be used to keep the project’s budget accounts to be set up, which will be based 

on the Work Programme and Annual Budget (WPAB) that the ACU will be required to prepare at the 

beginning of each year. WPAB achievements will be entered into the system gradually and, periodically, a 

performance evaluation will be conducted. In this regard, the achievements will be compared with forecasts 

and variances explained for corrective action, if necessary. This approach will be maintained throughout 

project implementation.  

9.2. Accounting procedures and organisation, including the information system: The accounting 

mechanism lacks human resources: (i) the financial and accounting analyst has been absent for a long period; 

and (ii) the Chief Accountant recently retired. Based on its integrated management system, the Directorate of 

Administration and Finance has been in charge of accounting and the regular production of annual financial 

statements. The 2013 financial statements were produced and audited. The 2014 financial statements have 

been prepared and the audit is pending. 

With regard to this project, the APUA Secretariat will: (i) recruit a qualified accountant to support the ACU; 

(ii) set up in its integrated management and multi project IT system, a project self-accounting unit, separate 

from its own and which meets the Bank’s requirements. Such accounting must be an accrual-based system 

rather than a cash accounting system, tailored to development projects and ensuring: (i) the production of 

annual summary financial statements such as the annual and cumulated Employment and Resources Table, 

the balance sheet, special account reconciliation statements and explanatory notes; (ii) the keeping of 

budgetary accounting; and (iii) using analytical expenditure accounting by category and components, and 
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resources by source of financing. The administrative, financial and accounting manual that will be prepared 

will provide the operational details of the accounting system to be set up (accounting plan, posting methods). 

ACU should pay close attention to configuration and the training of staff on the accounting system with a 

view to optimizing this tool. 

9.3  Internal control: The Secretariat’s operation is governed by an organization chart and instructions 

outlined in a compendium of management rules. The financial management staff is limited solely to the 

Director of Administration and Finance. In this context, there are neither formal procedures nor human 

resources for the segregation of duties. Therefore, there is no real internal control. The 2013 accounts audit 

report also pointed to this lapse as the main weakness of the APUA Secretariat management system, and 

recommended that it be remedied by producing a procedures manual.   

For this project, an ACU administrative, financial and accounting manual must be produced. It will serve as 

the basis for the project’s internal control system. It will specify the management mechanisms, procurement 

procedures, internal and external control mechanisms of the project, consistent with Bank rules. It will include 

in particular: general accounting, budgetary and analytical plans; accounting principles and methods, as well 

as all applicable posting details. The manual will contain principles governing: (i) the separation of the project 

management system from that of the executing agency; and (ii) strict separation of the authorization, 

registration or accounting, goods and assets ownership and control functions.  

9.4 Cash management (including the flow of funds and disbursement): The withdrawals Bank funds 

will be by “direct payment” (for contract-related expenditure), “special account” (for expenses related to the 

organization of seminars and meetings) and “reimbursement” for expenses attributable to the Bank and pre-

financed by APUA, authorized beforehand by the Bank and committed in accordance with its procurement 

procedures. All expense-related supporting documents will be stored at the APUA Secretariat, which will be 

required to make them available and accessible for inspection / verification / audit by the Bank’s periodic 

supervision missions and external or internal auditors. 

 

Grant disbursements will only be made if: (i) AfDB receives evidence that the APUA General Secretariat has 

opened a special account at the Central Bank or a commercial bank deemed acceptable to the AfDB; (ii) ACU 

has been created; and (iii) the Coordinator and Accountant have been recruited. The special account shall be 

opened in the name of APUA -ANCEE and placed under the joint signature of the ACU coordinator and 

accountant. It will be replenished solely by grant resources mobilized at the Bank under the signature of the 

APUA Director General or an authorized person designated by him/her and whose specimen signatures shall 

be communicated to the Bank in line with disbursement rules and procedures. 

Another bank account will be opened by the APUA Secretariat and also placed under the joint signature of 

ACU's coordinator and the APUA accountant. It will receive contributions from African electricity 

corporations. This account will be operated in accordance with the provisions of the procedures manual that 

will be produced. 

A "Disbursement Letter" will be provided by the Bank. It will specify additional instructions on funds 

withdrawal at the Bank and fund management. The Bank reserves the right to take precautionary measures in 

accordance with the general requirements for suspending the disbursement of funds if its fiduciary 

requirements are not met. 

9.5 Financial Information and financial monitoring reports (FMR): The Directorate of 

Administration and Finance of the APUA Secretariat produced the 2013 and 2014 financial statements from 

the computerized financial management system on time. 

Within the project framework, the financial management system will be used to generate FMRs in a format 

determined during negotiations between the Bank and APUA. The project’s FMRs will then be prepared and 

submitted to the Bank within 45 days following the end of each quarter. Each year, financial statement audit 

reports and the Management Letter shall be submitted to the Bank within six (6) months following the end of 

the audited financial year.  
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9.10 Financial management action plan: The following action plan shall be implemented on time. It 

determines actions recommended aimed at mitigating fiduciary risks highlighted in the Fiduciary Risk 

Assessment Table.   

Actions to be Taken Timeframe 
Institution 

Responsible 

Open a special account to receive ADF resources  Before the first disbursement APUA 

Recruit the Coordinator and the Accountant Before the first disbursement  APUA 

Produce an administrative, financial and accounting procedures manual 
3 months following signature of 

the Grant Agreement 
APUA / ACU 

Configure the financial management software for project activities, 

including the creation of  accounting ledgers and inclusion of project 

budget lines, expenditure components and categories, budgetary 

accounting, analytical and general plans, principles and applicable 

accounting methods and standards acceptable to the Bank 

 

 

 

 

4 months following signature of 

the Grant Agreement.  
APUA / ACU 

Confirm the financial monitoring report format During negotiations APUA  

Provide terms of reference for the recruitment of an external auditor 

acceptable to the Bank 
During negotiations  APUA 

Recruit an external auditor to ensure that annual audit reports are 

prepared and submitted on time 

6 months following the first 

disbursement 
APUA / ACU 

Build ACU staff capacity During the launch workshop  ACU/Bank 
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Annex 1 

Table Summarizing Fiduciary Risk Analysis 

Risk Type  
Initial 

Risk  
Mitigation Measures 

Implementa-

tion 

Timeframe  

Conditionality 

Inherent Risk 

APUA level H Out of project scope N/A No 

At the 

Institution’s 

level  

H 

Implementation of the recommendations of the 

2013 financial statement audit report, including the 

production of the APUA procedures manual. 

 

Creation of ACU. 

 

30 June 2015 

 

 

 

 

Before the first 

disbursement 

No 

 

 

Yes 

Project level S 
Recruitment of ACU the Coordinator and the 

Accountant 

Before the first 

disbursement  
Yes 

Risk Controls  

Budget S 

Establish a budget process and its specific budget 

accounts kept using the computerized system at the 

APUA Secretariat. 

Before the first 

disbursement  

 

No 

Accounting S 

Accounting initiated on the existing management 

system 

 

Set up and train financial management staff 

Before the first 

disbursement  

 

Four months 

following the 

first  

disbursement 

No 

Internal 

Control 
S 

Produce project administrative, financial and 

accounting procedures manual.  

Familiarize project staff with the procedures 

manual 

Three months 

following the 

first  

disbursement 

No 

Treasury 

Management 

and Flow of 

Funds 

S 

Open a special account 

 

Train staff on disbursement rules and procedures 

Before the first 

disbursement  

 

At mission 

launch  

No 

Financial 

Reports 
M 

Agreement on the FMR format   

 

During 

negotiations 
No 

Audit S 

Agreement on the terms of reference of the project 

audit 

 

 

Recruitment of the auditor 

During 

negotiations  

 

6 months 

before  the first  

disbursement  

No 

 

H: High     S: Substantial     M: Moderate   P: Poor 
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Annex 2 

Flow of Funds 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ADF 

Providers  / Consultants  / Entrepreneurs / Centres of excellence / 

Participants at workshops, seminars and meetings 

D
ir

ec
t 

P
a
y

m
en

t 

d
ir

ec
ts

 

Special Account 

CSTE EAL 

RWS

APUA/ANCEE Bank Account 

IFEG 

RWS

Contributions of Centres of Excellence 

KGRTC 
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APPENDIX III 

Procurement Procedures 

B5.2 Procurement Procedures  

B5.2.1 All procurement of goods, works through International Competitive Bidding (ICB) and the selection 

of consultants will be in accordance with "Bank Rules and Procedures for the Procurement of Goods and 

Works" (May 2008 edition, revised in July 2012), and "Bank Rules and Procedures for the Use of Consultants" 

(May 2008 edition, revised in July 2012), using relevant standard Bank bidding documents and provisions set 

out in the financing agreement.  

 

B5.2.2 Table B5.1 below presents the various headings of the different expenditure categories and relevant 

procurement rules, using Bank Rules and Procedures. Since each contract will be financed by the ADF loan, 

various procurement methods or different consultant selection methods, estimated costs, prior review 

requirements and implementation schedules have been agreed between the Borrower and the Bank, and are 

presented in the procurement plan.  

 

Table B.5.1: Brief Presentation of Procurement Procedures  

Expenditure Categories under the Project 
Use of Bank 

Rules and 

Procedures 

Contracts 

not financed 

by the Bank 

* 

Total 

GOODS  0.961 [0.961] 0.32 1,281 [0.961] 

Equipment for upgrading facilities and supporting the 

expansion of the hosting capacity of Centres of Excellence 

(CoE) and Training Centres (TC) 

0.961 [0.961]  0.32 1,281 [0.961] 

SERVICES 1,317 [1,317] 0.635 1,952 [1.317] 

Recruitment of members of the coordination unit team 

(Coordinator, Marketing Officer, and Assistant) 
  0.014 0.014 [0] 

Preparation of a plan to transform training centres into 

centres of excellence during the project period 
0.028 [0.028]   0.028 [0.028] 

Preparation of a capacity building plan for trainers of 

training centres 
0.056 [0.056]   0.056 [0.056] 

Preparation of a rehabilitation, renovation and expansion 

plan for qualified training centres. 
0.028 [0.028]   0.028 [0.028] 

Technical and financial feasibility study of the new APUA  

Inter-African Higher Institute of Electricity (ESIE) 
0.426 [0.426]   0.426 [0.426] 

Creation of a demand/supply database (electricity 

corporation skills needs vs. CoE resources) 
0.028 [0.028]   0.028 [0.028] 

Designing leadership development modules for managers 

of electricity corporations 
0.056 [0.056]   0.056 [0.056] 

Designing CB modules for Human Resources Departments  

of electricity corporations on the evaluation and 

prioritization of skills needs (EPSN)   

0.028 [0.028]   0.028 [0.028] 

Designing an CB module for managers on setting 

performance objectives  
0.028 [0.028]   0.028 [0.028] 

Project audit and independent evaluations  (mid-term and 

project completion) 
0.12 [0.12] 0.064 0.184 [0.12] 

Preparation of texts establishing and organizing the 

ANCEE,  Coordination Unit, APUA and steering 

committee 

  0.007 0.007 [0] 
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Preparation of the ANCEE Operations Manual    0.007 0.007 [0] 

Preparation and signature of initial MOU for the 

construction of ANCEE with CoE 
  0.033 0.033 [0.033] 

 Preparation of a capacity building plan for trainers of the 

training centres (TC) 
0.014 [0.014]   0.014 [0.014] 

Preparation of a marketing / development communication 

plan of the network’s activities 
0.007 [0.007]   0.007 [0.007] 

Production of business documents and operation of Internet 

locations 
0.014 [0.014]   0.014 [0,014] 

Organization of a roundtable of strategic partners in the 

second year 
0.103 [0.103]   0.103 [0.103] 

Investment Project Preparation Studies 0.333 [0.333] 0.384 0.718 [0.333] 

Production of a job and skills  match guide 0.017 [0.017]   0.017 [0.017] 

Preparation of monitoring indicators and conduct of a 

baseline study  
0.007 [0.007]   0.007 [0.007] 

Conduct of an annual benchmarking study of Centres of 

Excellence 
0.021 [0.021]   0.021 [0.21] 

Project supervision by an external AFD consultant   0.125 0.125 [0] 

MISCELLANOUS 5.626 [5.626] 1,506 7,131[5,626] 

Training of technical and administrative staff of electricity 

corporations 
4.260 [4,260] 1.025 

5,285 [4,260] 

Operation 1.366 [1,366] 0,481 1,847 [1,366] 

Contingency (unallocated cost) 0.397 [0.397] 0.122  0.519 [0.397] 

Total 8.300 [8.300] 2,583 10.883 [8.300] 

NB: ( )   Figures in parentheses are amounts financed by the ADF 

B.5.2.3  Goods: (UA 961,000) 

The procurement of goods amounting to or above UA 300,000 per contract will be by International 

Competitive Bidding (ICB), using the Bank’s Standard Bidding Documents (SBD). 

The procurement of goods at an estimated cost below UA 300,000 will be by National Competitive Bidding, 

using the Bank’s Standard National Competitive Bidding Documents. This applies to equipment for upgrading 

facilities and support for the expansion of the capacity of the Centres of Excellence (CoE) and Training 

Centres (TC) in four contracts (total UA 961,000). The use of NCB is justified by the presence of a sufficient 

number of national suppliers and representatives of qualified foreign suppliers to ensure competitive prices, 

and the fact that the goods are generally available at the national level. 

B5.2.4 Services: (UA 1,317,000) 

The procurement of consultancy services will be through a review process based on a short list of consulting 

firms and quality and cost-based selection (QCBS) for the following services: (i) preparation of a plan to 

transform Training Centres into Centres of Excellence during  the project period (UA 28,186); (ii) preparation 

of a plan to build the capacity of training centre (TC) trainers (UA 56,367); (iii) preparation of a rehabilitation, 

renovation and expansion plan of qualified TCs (UA 28,180); (iv) conduct of a technical and financial 

feasibility study of the new APUA Inter-African Higher Institute of Electricity (ESIE) (UA 426,000); (v) 

creating a demand/supply database (electricity corporation skills needs vs CoE resources) (UA 28,186); (vi) 

designing leadership development modules for managers of electricity corporations (UA56,372); (vii) 

designing RC modules of Human Resources Departments of electricity corporations on the evaluation and 

prioritization of skills needs (EPSN) (UA 28,185); and (viii) designing an RC module for managers on setting 

performance objectives (UA 28,186).   

 The procurement of consultancy services (firms) will be based on shortlists of consulting firms 

and the least cost selection method (LCSM) for auditing the project and independent evaluation 

(mid-term and project completion) (UA 120,431). 
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 The procurement of individual consultants will be based on shortlists for the following 

services: (i) designing capacity building modules targeting trainers of CoE (UA14,093); (ii) 

preparation of a marketing/development communication plan of network activities (UA 7,046); 

(iii) production of business records and management of Internet locations (UA 14,093); (iv) 

organization of a roundtable of strategic partners in the second year (UA 103 135); (v) 

investment project preparation studies (UA333,426); (vi) preparation of  skills and expertise 

repository (UA17,000); (vii) preparation of monitoring indicators and conduct of a baseline 

information study (UA7,046); and (viii) conduct of an annual benchmarking study of Centres 

of Excellence (UA 2,1139).  

B5.2.5 Shortlists for consultancy services, estimated at below UA 200,000 per contract, may comprise 

national consultants only, in accordance with provisions of paragraph 2.7 of Bank Rules and Procedures for 

the Use of Consultants (May edition 2008, revised in July 2012). When the contract amount is below UA 

200,000, the Borrower may also publish the Call for Expression of Interest in national and regional 

newspapers only. However, any eligible consultant from a regional country or not may express his/her desire 

to be included on the shortlist.  

B5.2.6 Operation: (UA 5,625,596) 

The training of technical and administrative staff of electricity corporations (UA 4,259,887) and operating 

costs, including office supplies and communication and connection equipment (UA2,4983), remuneration of 

coordination unit team members (Coordinator, Marketing Officer and Project Assistant) (UA248,045); costs 

of organizing workshops and capacity building sessions (UA844,130), mission expenses (trainers and 

coordination unit team) (UA248,551) will be done in accordance with the provisions of the project procedures 

manual.  

B5.3 Evaluation of the Executing Agency 

B5.3.1 APUA comprises a Director General, a Director of Administration and Finance Director and a 

Technical Director, a Financial Analyst (currently on a six-month training), a Chief Accountant and a 

Technical Assistant. The Director of Administration has a financial analyst and an accountant, and a chief 

accountant as his reports, while the technical assistant oversees a database manager. Within APUA, a project 

management unit will be set up and charged with the procurement of goods, consultancy and other services 

provided for in the project. The Activity Coordination Unit (ACU) will consist of a project coordinator, an 

assistant to the project procurement specialist, a communication and a marketing specialist. The ACU will be 

supported by the APUA Director of Administration and Finance and the Chief Accountant. Since ACU had 

not yet been established at the time of the evaluation mission, the capacity of the Project Assistant 

(Procurement Specialist) could not be assessed. Therefore, a capacity assessment should be conducted as soon 

as he/she assumes duty.  

B5.3.3. The APUA has no administrative, financial and accounting procedures manuals. Therefore, a 

financial, administrative and accounting procedures manual should be produced and validated by the Bank 

within three (3) months following the first disbursement.  

B5.3.4. Organizationally, ACU will be responsible for collating the bidding documents and ensuring 

compliance with the bidding process by obtaining the Bank’s views. A bids analysis committee will be set up 

within APUA and will comprise the director general, the technical director, the financial director and the 

project coordinator. 

B5.3.5.  The filing system needs to be improved both physically and electronically. To this end, APUA 

management plans to develop electronic records archiving and provide premises that will serve as an archiving 

location. During the first supervision mission, the filing and archiving system will be the subject of a review.  

B5.3.6. Most of the problems and risks related to procurement under the project were identified, and 
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corrective measures and recommendations proposed, as summarized in the following table: 

 

Table B.5.2: Procurement Problems and Action Plans 
Problems Identified Recommendation Institution 

Responsible 

Timeframe 

Delay in preparing procurement 

documents due to delay in the 

procurement expert’s assumption 

of duty.  

Risk Level: High  

 

The procurement expert should be 

immediately operational without 

any need for training. 

Risk Level: High 

 

Lack of an administrative, 

financial and accounting 

procedures manual. 

Risk Level: High 

 

Archiving of procurement 

documents to facilitate ex post 

reviews. Risk Level: Average 

 

 

 

Finalize the recruitment of a project 

assistant that will be in charge of 

procurement. 

 

 

 

 

 Conduct an evaluation of the expert’s 

procurement capacity before he/she 

assumes duty. 

 

 

Produce a manual and have it approved by 

the Bank 

 

 

 

 

Establish an effective archiving system of 

programme procurement documents to 

facilitate Bank reviews.  

APUA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APUA/AfDB 

 

 

 

APUA/AfDB 

 

 

 

 

 

APUA 

May 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

May 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 months 

following the 

approval of project 

funding 

 

 

First project 

supervision 

mission. 

 

B5.4 General Information Note on Procurement: The General Information Note on Procurement 

(GINP) was agreed to with the Borrower and will be published in the United Nations Development Business 

Online and on the AfDB website upon approval of the ADF loan by the Board of Directors.  

B5.5 Procurement plan: The Borrower has drawn up a procurement plan, which is the basis for the 

procurement methods used in this project. This plan was agreed upon between the Borrower and the Bank 

team in charge of the project, and is available in the project database and on the Bank's external website. The 

Bank will review the procurement measures taken by the borrower within the framework of the procurement 

plan to ensure their compliance with the financing agreement. The procurement plan will cover an initial 

period of at least 18 months. The Borrower will update the plan annually or as required, but always within 18 

months, depending on the project implementation period. Any proposal to review the Procurement Plan will 

be submitted to the Bank for prior approval in line with the non-objection procedure. The borrower shall 

implement the procurement plan as agreed with the Bank. 

B5.5.1 Thresholds for the procurement of goods, works and services other than consultancy  services 

Review Procedures: The following documents will be submitted for review and approval by the Bank prior 

to publication:  

 General Procurement Notice;  

 Call for Expression of Interest;  

 ICB Specific Procurement Notice;  
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 Bidding Documents or Call for Proposals from Consultants ;  

 Request for Quotation; 

 Suppliers’ bid analysis report, including contract award recommendations;  

 Report of Evaluation of Technical Proposals from Consultants,  

 Contract award proposal and records of negotiations; and  

 A copy of the negotiated and initialled contract. 

Preliminary Review Threshold: Procurements decisions are subject to prior review by the Bank as set out in 

Annex 1 of Bank Rules and Procedures for the Procurement of Goods and Works: 

N° 
Procurement 

Method 
Preliminary Review 

Threshold (in UA) 
Ex-post Review (in 

UA) 
Frequency of the 

Review 

1. NCB (Goods)  Below 100,000 Two (2) first contracts  

2. Shopping (Goods)  <= 50.000 Annually  

 

B.5.5.2 Thresholds for the selection of consultants 

 

Preliminary Review Threshold: Procurements decisions are subject to prior review by the Bank as set out in 

Annex 1 of Bank Rules and Procedures for the Procurement of Consultancy Services: 

N° Selection Method 
Preliminary Review 

Threshold (in UA) 
Ex-post Review (in 

UA) 
Frequency of  Review 

1. Competitive Process 

(firms)  
Above 200,000  All contracts 

2. Competitive Process  

(individuals) 
Above 50,000  All contracts  

3. Single Source (firms / 

Individuals) 
Regardless of the 

amount  
 All contracts 

4. Competitive Process 

(firms)  
 Below  200,000 First contract  

5. Competitive Process  

(individuals) 
 <= 50,000 First contract 

 

B5.6 Frequency of procurement ex-post evaluation missions 

In addition to periodic Bank supervision missions, the evaluation of the executing agency’s capacity 

recommended an annual supervision mission of project procurements in order to conduct ex-post evaluation 

of procurement activities. All procurement documents, including requests for quotations, bid evaluation and 

award proposals will be kept by APUA for periodic reviews by the Bank's supervision missions. The Bank 

reserves the right to conduct an ex-post review of these documents at any time during project implementation. 

The review will help to determine necessary changes and improvements of procurement arrangements.  
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APPENDIX IV 

 

Information on the Selected Centers of Excellence 

 

The following sections provide the reader unacquainted with these structures with a presentation of the 

ANCEE components, based on their situation prior to the establishment of the network. They comprise the 

following stakeholders: 

- The ESKOM Academy of Learning (EAL); 

- The Kafue Gorge Regional Training Centre (KGRTC); 

- The Electricity and Gas Training Institute (IFEG); and 

- The Centre for Electricity Science and Technology (CSTE). 

The ESKOM Academy of Learning (EAL); 

The ESKOM Academy of Learning (EAL) at Midrand, Gauteng, RSA, was established in 2010 by ESKOM 

- the South African power utility with 43 000 employees - from training structures that were initially 

independent. An ISO 9001 certified centre since 2000, EAL has 33 training sites spread throughout country. 

Its main site at Midrand covers an area of 105 hectares. EAL comprises fives entities designated as “Centres 

of Excellence” (CoEs): 

 CoE for Engineering; 

 CoE for Artisan, Operating and Maintenance; 

 CoE for Operational Services; 

 CoE for Professional Services; and 

 CoE for Project Management Training. 
 

The CoE for Engineering Sciences trains engineers, technologists, engineering science managers, and 

technicians. The CoE includes the following 6 fields: 

 Electrical engineering; 

 Civil engineering; 

 Mechanical engineering; 

 Asset management; 

 Chemical and process engineering, and 

 The ESKOM Power Plant Engineering Institute (EPPEI), in partnership with national universities 

(see Annex). 
 

The CoE for Artisan, Operating and Maintenance trains labourers and technicians. It comprises the following 

6 fields: 

 Mechanics, measures, control, instrumentation and electronics; 

 Electricity; 

 Civil and building works; 

 Operation and maintenance: 1. Electricity production and systems operation; 2- Transmission and 

distribution; 

 New projects, operations and maintenance; technology, enterprises & expansion projects; and 

 Manufacturing and welding. 
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The CoE for Operational Services builds the capacity of ESKOM employees in the following areas of 

specialty and regulation: 

 Protection, health and environment; 

 Security; 

 Information technology; 

 Quality management; 

 Risk management; and 

 Basic training. 

 

The CoE for Professional Services aims to provide ESKOM employees with knowledge and skills, enabling 

them to have proper mastery of professional specialties within the following 6 areas: 

 Accounting and finance; 

 Supply chain and procurement process; 

 Human resources; 

 Business fundamentals;  

 Regulation and law; and 

 Customer service. 
 

Lastly, the CoE for Project Management aims to reduce the gaps between the project management skills of 

the ESKOM employee community and those of the corporation's sub-contractors. The training is centred on 

the following components: 

 Project development; 

 Project management/implementation and supply suspension; 

 Project control; 

 Building project management; 

 Educational and advanced development; and 

 Programme management. 

 

To round off the entire capacity building mechanism, EAL offers its employees a gateway to an online 

customized learning management system. 

In 2012 (an exceptionally busy year due to the introduction of a new system at ESKOM, requiring the training 

of all staff), EAL received 225 845 participants in its training activities, broken down as follows: 

 CoE for Artisan, Operating and Maintenance: 89 174; 

 CoE for Professional Services: 87360; 

 CoE for Operational Services: 33 209; 

 CoE for Engineering Sciences: 12 474; and 

 CoE for Project Management: 3 628. 

 

EAL organizes 24 800 training events annually, yet it receives less than 50% of what ESKOM spends on 

capacity building activities. Most of the training activities are, in fact, carried out by external providers.  

Kafue Gorge Regional Training Centre (KGRTC) 

A regional specialist in hydropower technology, the Kafue Gorge Regional Training Centre (KGRTC), 

located in Namalundu, Zambia, was established in 1989 by the SADC. It is an autonomous regional Centre 

that enjoys self-governance and receives support from three partners, namely: ZESCO (Zambian Electricity 

Supply Corporation, 5 000 employees), NORAD (Norwegian Cooperation) and SIDA (Swedish 
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Cooperation). KGRTC was certified ISO 9001 in 2000. Its activities include research, conferences and 

consultancy, and cover the following five specialization areas, providing 66 training modules: 

 Operation and management of energy systems; 

 Application and management of engineering sciences; 

 Operations and mechanical maintenance; 

 Industrial protection, health, environment and quality assurance; and 

 Corporate governance, management and leadership development. 

 

While training at KGRTC is offered in English, the Centre publishes a course brochure in three languages 

(French, English and Portuguese) for the benefit of its clients, comprising Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda, 

Swaziland, Tanzania and Uganda. The Centre also has a common practice of designing customized 

programmes at clients’ request (40% of courses offered). From 2010 to 2012, KGRTC training activities drew 

an annual average of 274 participants. 

The KGRTC training catalogue for 2014-2016 provides the following information: 

 Course duration is 1 to 13 weeks; 

 Prices charged range from USD 1,000 (for over a week) to USD 7,000 (for courses lasting from 10 

to 13 week course). These prices include the cost of subsistence in Namalundu; 

 The most commonly offered price-duration combination period is by far that of USD 3000 for 2 

weeks; 

 With the exclusion of long courses, the weighted average cost of the courses contained in the 2014 

catalogue stands at USD 230 per man/day. In other words, the KGRTC training cost trainees on 

average USD 230 per person per day. 

 

In its operating logic as a regional centre, KGRTC maintains cooperation ties with a number of training centres 

in the region: 

 ZESCO Training School (Zambia); 

 EAL (RSA); 

 Umeme-Njeru Training School (Uganda); and 

 Tanesco Training School (Tanzania). 

 

KGRTC also maintains close international cooperation ties with training institutions in the countries of its 

founding sponsors: 

 Vattenfall Training Centre, Jokkmokk (Sweden); and 

 International Centre for Hydropower -ICH- (Norway). 

 

Lastly, the centre maintains technical cooperation with equipment manufacturers such as BB (Holland) and 

SBB (Canada). The list of academic and university partners is presented in the Annex. 

In its 2013-2017 business plan, the Centre proposes an investment and training module-restructuring 

programme aimed at revitalizing its training activities. The programme comprises the redesign of certain 

courses, the building of a micro-hydropower plant, new classrooms, a test bed for renewable energy 

technology and new simulation equipment (transmission and distribution), and has already received for Phase 

I (preliminary studies) substantial support from a number of its sponsors. 
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The Electricity and Gas Training Institute (IFEG) in Blida 

The Electricity and Gas Training Institute (IFEG) in Blida, Algeria, was established in 2007 as a joint stock 

company and a subsidiary of SONELGAZ - the Algerian utility with 65 000 employees. IFEG comprises 

three entities: 

 The Blida Technical School (ETB), created in 1947; 

 The Ben-Aknoun Training Centre (CBA), established in 1971; and 

 The Ain-M'lila Centre, established in 1986. 
 

IFEG entities assume the following specific training responsibilities: 

 ETB: Electricity generation, transmission and distribution;  

 Cisco Academy Blida: Information systems; 

 Ain-M'lila Centre: Live-Line-Work (LLW); and 

 CBA: Management, finance, accounting and office automation. 

 

Besides gas-related training courses, ETB offers training in the three areas of electricity generation, 

transmission and distribution: 

 Electricity generation: operation of various types of plants, including renewable energy, maintenance 

of plant equipment, and instrumentation and control systems; 

 Electricity transmission: operation and supervisory control, maintenance, and network installation; 

and 

 Distribution. 

IFEG also develops a tutored e-learning programme on selected areas. 

ETB trainees fall into two categories: recipients of specialized professional training (SPT) and recipients of 

training in professional development (PD). Of an average duration of 120 days, the SPT (20 to 30 weeks) is 

similar to initial training, while PD courses (1-3 weeks), lasting an average duration of 10 days, are the usual 

types of continuing training. 

In 2010, 2011 and 2012, the ETB delivered annual averages of 157 700 man/days for SPT training and 56 

550 man/days for further development (PD) training, which adds up to a total of 214 250 m/d annually. Based 

on these figures, the ETB is now operating virtually at its maximum capacity of 1 000 trainees per day. In 

terms of the annual number of trainees, training was provided to a total of about 6 969 beneficiaries or 1 314 

trainees in the SPT category, and 5655 trainees in the PD category.  

An extension strategy was formulated by IFEG to create additional intake capacities and presented at the 

APUA-AFD-AfDB Strategic Planning Workshop, held in Abidjan on 27-29 November 2013.  

IFEG maintains partnership with local universities and the following specialized training and research entities: 

 Institute for the Promotion and Development of Continuing Education (INDEFOC); 

 Solar Equipment Development Unit (UDES), and 

 Renewable Energy Development Centre (CDER). 
 

The Centre for Electricity Science and Technology (CSTE) in Casablanca, Morocco 
 

The Centre for Electricity Science and Technology (CSTE) in Casablanca, Morocco, covers an area of 13 

hectares and was established in 1963 by ONEE, the Moroccan Electricity Corporation, with a staff of 8 700 

employees. 
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In recent years, there have been major changes in the organization of CSTE's training system. Indeed, from 

2011, the Centre introduced a new training policy that is more efficient, resulting in a significant reduction in 

the training volume in an effort to maintain, if not improve, trainee performance. It received the 2012 National 

Quality Recognition Certificate for the SME category, and also embarked, in 2013, on an ISO 9001 quality 

management programme.  

The main types of training provided by the Centre may be classified into three major groups: (i) Generation; 

(ii) Transmission and Distribution; and (iii) Non-technical Training. These major groups are in turn sub-

divided into relatively large groups, as can be seen below. 

The power generation major group comprises the following groups: 

 Hydropower generation;  

 Fuel-fired thermal power generation;  

 Coal-fired thermal power generation;  

 Gas-fired thermal power generation; 

 Diesel-fired power plants/generators;  

 Solar power; and 

 Wind power. 
 

The major training group dealing with Electrical Power Transmission and Distribution comprises: 

 VHV lines; 

 HV lines; 

 MV lines; 

 Dispatching; 

 Stations; 

 Control and command system; and 

 LV network. 
 

Lastly, the major non-technical training group comprises the following groups: 

 Management (performance management, value analysis, project management);  

 Commercial; and 

 Safety. 

Training offered by CSTE falls into several categories, including the following three main ones: development 

training (DT), support training (ST), and third party training (TPT). DT supports the career development of 

staff to facilitate their movement from one position to another, and ST supports Trade Departments by 

strengthening the skills of their staff and supporting new projects. 

In 2012, as part of the implementation of its new policy, CSTE offered a total volume of 23 000 man/days of 

training, sub-divided into 9 468 man/days of DT, 12 553 man/days of ST and 918 man/days of third party 

training. CSTE indicated in its presentation at the APUA-AFD-AfDB Strategic Planning Workshop, held in 

Abidjan on 27-29 November 2013, that it was well below its maximum capacity of 1 160 trainees per day. 

The partnerships maintained by the centre include the following players: 

 Other training organizations: Universities, Advanced Schools and OFPPT; 

 Industrial groups in the sector: FENELEC, FIMME; 

 Donors: JICA, ABEDA , AfDB, IDB; and 

 Associations: including National Initiative for Human Development (INDH). 




